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Abstract 

Mobile computing environrnents present several challenges arising f?om the limitations 

inherent in wireless networks and the inability of current network protocols to cope with 

these lirni tations. As the popularity of untethered access to the Intemet increases, 

conventional network applications such as web browsing must overcome these challenges 

to support the needs of mobile usen. Recent work in the mobile computing research 

community has attempted to increase the eficiency of web browsing in a mobile 

computing environment by employing a client/interceptlsewer architecture which enables 

the optimization of application layer &ta transmitted acrms the wireless portion of the 

nehork. Although effective, this strategy relies on the existence of a wired side agent, 

which introduces a new problem with respect to mobility across different heterogeneous 

networks (where the agent rnay or may not be available). This thesis presents a new 

architecture to suppon the optimization of web browsing in a wireless mobile computing 

environrnent. The architecture uses mobile agents to dynamically deploy a 

cIient/intercept/server architecture on foreign networks that provide a certain mobility 

frarnework. 

The new architecture offers the following specific advantages: (1)  A h e w o r k  is 

identified that enables mobile units to discover and use mobile agent systems on foreign 

nehorks; (2) The benefits of a client/intercept/server architecture are translated to any 

network that supports this h e w o r k ;  (3) The architecture works with existing Intemet 

protocols; (4) Mobile agent systems on foreign networks are modeled as a seMce that the 

foreign neîwork provides, similar to other services such as printers. 

Finally, a prototype system is described that is implemented using the architecture 

to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 
The integration of fixed and mobile cornputers via wireless networks has witnessed the 

emergence of mobile computing environments promising to deliver network capability 

from anywhere, anytime. It has k e n  predicted that mobile access wiIl be the third killer 

app for the Internet after email and web browsing Fei981. However, for such a 

prediction to become a reality the limitations imposed by wireless networks and mobile 

computing environments must be overcome to support popular network applications such 

as web browsing. 

Conventional network applications encounter several problems when applied in a 

mobile computing environment. These applications were designed to operate on reliable, 

high bandwidth, networks and are unable to cope with the challenges presented by 

wireless environments. This thesis is speci fically concemed with the application domain 

of web browsing. Dificulties facing web browsing in a mobile computing environment 

stem from two sources: the limitations inherent in wireless networks and the inadequacies 

in the HTTP protocol when applied in such networks. In general wireless networks can 

be characterized as having high cosf high latency, low bandwidth, and unreliable 

connections when compared with their wired cornterparts Wou961. Moreover the HTTP 

protocol exacerbates these problems as it is a verbose protocol with hi& connection 

overhead and intemal fragmentation [Che99, Hou961. HTTP was never intended to work 

wi thi n the low bandwidth environrnents presented by wireless networks. These issues are 

well k n o w  in the mobile cornputing research community and a good deal of work has 

been perfonned on constructing systems that are able to support efficient web browsing 
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given the limitations of wireless networks and H T ï P  by performing optimizing 

operations at the application layer. Typically these systerns employ a forrn of proxy 

architecture, where the proxy attempts to alter the application layer data transmitted 

across the wireless network to achieve better efficiency. 

A popular approach used to support web browsing in mobile computing 

environrnents is the deployment of a client/intercepf/server architecture paq95, Li195, 

Hou961. This is essentially a distributed 2-proxy architecture where one proxy resides on 

the mobile unit and the other proxy resides on a fixed unit witiün the wired network. The 

proxies encapsulate transmissions that take place over the wireless link. Communications 

between the mobile unit and the fixed network go through the proxies. This architecture 

offers the advantage that the two proxies have complete control over the type and format 

of the application layer information flowing across the wireless link and can perform 

optimizations at this layer to increase the efficiency o f  the transmissions. Furthemore, 

optimizations can be performed in either direction. However the client/intercept/server 

architecture suffers fiom a major limitation: the reliance on a wired side component. This 

reliance hinders mobility since optimizations can only be realized on network that 

contain the wired side proxy or permit remote access to the proxy. The assurnption that a 

fixed wired side proxy will be accessible on an arbitrary network is invalid given the 

heterogeneous nature of  the networks encountered by a mobile user. 

1.2 Scope and Contributions 
This thesis describes a new architecture designed to support efficient web browsing in a 

mobile computing environment. The architecture presented here employs mobile agent 

technology to dynamically deploy a clientrinterceptlserver system ont0 a foreign network. 

Once in place, the system performs optimizations at the application layer in an attempt to 

increase the eficiency of the communications. The architecture was designed to work 

within the existing lnternet infrastructure and to enable the effective use of 

client/intercept/server systems while placing few constraints on the foreign networks 

(refer to Sections 1.2.1 and 3.2 for details on the constraints imposed) with which a 

mobile unit communicates. This thesis also describes the design and implementation of a 

prototype system that has been developed to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
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architecture. The prototype system was rigorously tested to assess the correctness of the 

implementation with respect to operation and behavior of the different architectural 

components. Performance issues regarding the optimizations employed by the prototype 

were not addressed in this thesis. Both the architecture and implementation are compared 

with existing architectures and systems to highlight the novel features of the new 

architecture. 

The architecture presented in this thesis is composed of two major pieces: the 

mobility framework and the mobile web browser support system. This section describes 

the contributions of these architectural components and explains the relevance of the 

architecture as a whole when applied to domains other than web browsing. Note that the 

architecture descnbed in this work does not in itself overcome the problems of web 

browsing in a wireless environment. Rather the architecture is designed to allow the 

deployment of a system that can perform application layer optimizations in an atternpt to 

make web browsing more efficient Hence the architecture suppors efficient web 

browsing, but does not diredy yield a more efficient solution. increased efficiency (or 

lack thereof) is a result of specific optimizatiow that are employed in an implementation 

of the architecture. 

1.2.1 Mobility Framework 
The mobility framework identifies a set of services that could be provided by foreign 

networks capable of hosting mobile agents for visiting mobile units. Many researchers 

have noted the benefits of mobile agents in a mobile computing environment [Jos99b, 

Jos97, Sah98, Gra961, but ovedwk the issue of how to employ agents in a network where 

the location of network services is not known in advance (i.e. the locations of the 

execution environrnents for the mobile agents are not known o priori). This point is 

important as uncertainty about the environment arises as a natural consequence of the 

heterogeneous networks with which a mobile user comrnunicates. The mobility 

framework solves this problem and offers the following specific contributions: 

The set of services that a mobile unit requires from a foreign network to support the 

deployment of mobile agents ont0 the foreign network are explicitly identified. 
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The services employed by the mobility hmework require no changes to the existing 

Internet protocols. 

1.2.2 Mobile Web Browser Support System 

The mobile web browser support system component of the architecture uses the mobility 

framework to dynamically deploy a cIient/intercept/server architecture ont0 a foreign 

network. Such an architecture is capable of performing a wide range of operations to try 

to optimize the application layer data flowing across the wireless communications link 

The prototype implemented demonstrates a number of these operations including 

cornpressing data before it is transmitted, adjusting the fidelity of images in response to 

changing communications link quality and the use of a user profile to select the preferred 

type of data. In addition to the benefits a clienthterceptkwer architecture already offers 

mobile computing environments, the mobile web browser support system makes the 

foliowing contribution: 

The benefits of the clienthnterceptlserver architecture are translated to any network 

that supports the mobility framework (refer to Sections 1.2.1 and 3.2 for additionai 

details). 

The dynamic deployrnent of the client/intercept/server architecture has a distinct 

advantage over existing architectures to support mobile web browsing since it does not 

require the existence of a proprietary wired side component on networks with which the 

mobile unit interacts. The proprietary pieces of the architecture are initially resident on 

the mobile unit. This reliance is not accounted for in the other systems using a 

client/intercept/server architecture, but is important when the unit is mobile and 

coinmunicates with several heterogeneous networks. These networks almost certainly 

will not al1 contain the proprietary wired side component and in some cases will prevent 

the user fiom remotely accessing the wired side component (e.g. in the case that the 

foreign network is protected by a firewall). By dynarnically deploying the wired side part 

of the client/intercept/server architecture fiom the mobile unit rather than using a separate 

program installed on the fixed network the architecture becornes more flexible. The 

reliance on a wired side proxy is replaced by a reliance on the mobility frarnework. As 
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the mobile unit changes location, it takes with it the components required to set up a 

client/intercept/sewer architecture. Thus the benefits of the architecture are accessible on 

any network with which the mobile unit communicates, subject to the assurnption that the 

mobility framework is supporteci. 

1-2-3 Relevance 

Although the work described in this thesis is limited to the context of web browsing the 

ideas presented in the architecture could be extended to other network applications 

esecuting in a mobiie computing environment. 

The mobility fiamework identifies the seMces that are necessary to support the 

deployment of mobiIe agents ont0 a foreign network where the location of the mobile 

agent execution environment is  unknown. This tiâmework enables the insertion of a wide 

variety of application iayer proxies into a foreign network. Moreover the framework 

allows other types of mobile agents to be dispatched ont0 the foreign network. Agents 

that perform diverse tasks such as executing queries on remote ciaiabases located on the 

foreign network could be transmitted as easily as an agent acting as a proxy for the 

mobile unit. The framework supports the use of these agents by providing a means to 

connect to the network, and to discover and use the mobile agent service. 

The mobile web browser support system describes the dynamic deployment of a 

client/intercept/server architecture ont0 a foreign network in a mobile computing 

environment. At a high level the goal of the support system is to encapsulate a proprietary 

protocol that optimizes application layer data across a wireless communications link. In 

the case of this thesis, the HTTP protocol (used for web browsing) is targeted for 

optimization. However the architecture could potentially be applied to other application 

layer protocols as well. 

1.3 Organization 

The remainder of this thesis is divided into five chapters that provide fürther details on 

the problem area and related work. They describe the components of the architecture and 

the prototype imptementation in depth. 
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Background information and related work are covered in Chapter 2. The chapter 

begins with a discussion of the problem area identimng the key concepts and 

teminology in the field of mobile computing necessary to understand the remainder of 

the thesis. The limitations of wireiess networks and the HTTP protocol applied in a 

mobile computing environment are described in detail as a motivation for the work 

presented here. Furthemore, backgruund information is provided on the operation of 

proxy architectures in general and the client/intercept/sefver architecture in particular to 

provide a better understanding of the related systems and the new architecture described 

in the thesis. A number of enabling technologies for mobile computing are also described 

to give a solid foundation in the protocols that are used in the new architecture and the 

prototype implernentation. Included in this discussion are protocols for mobile network 

connectivity (DHCP, Mobile IP and IPv6 mobility support), protocols for dynamic 

service discovery (resource discovery protocol and SLP) and an introduction to the key 

concepts of mobile agents and agent systems. The chapter concludes with a description of 

current research in mobile computing that relates to the architecture and prototype 

presented in this thesis. Cornparisons between the systems described in Chapter 2 and the 

architecture presented here are deferred until Chapters 3 and 4. 

In Chapter 3, the new architecture developed in this thesis is introduced and 

described in detail. Definitions are covered that pertain to the architecture and the design 

goals of the architecture are outlined. Both the mobile web browser support system and 

the mobility fiamework are exarnined individually and with respect to their interaction. 

The chapter then provides a cornparison between the new architecture and the 

architectures employed in the existing systems identified in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 ends 

with a summary of the advantages the new architecture offers over other existing 

architectures. 

The implementation of a prototype mobile web browser support system based on 

the  architecture described in Chapter 3 is presented in Chapter 4. The hardware on which 

the system runs is identified and the implementation of the prototype is explained with 

respect to the different wmponents of the architecture. Specifically, information is 

provided on the configuration of the foreign network to support the mobility framework 

and the operation of the mobile web browser support system. The operations employed 
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by the support system to optimize the application layer transmissions are also examined 

along with the communication protocol used between the proxies in the 

client/intercept/server architecture. This chapter provides a b i e f  description of some 

implementation issues arising with respect to incorporating the Mobile il? protocol into 

the mobility framework. Finally, a cornparison is presented between the prototype and the 

implementations of relaîed systems. The cornparison is perfomed mainiy with respect to 

the optimizing operations employed since the different architectures are compared in 

Chapter 3. 

Chapter 5 describes the process used to test the prototype implementation for 

correctness and the tuning required based on the initial results of system testing The test 

plan used to evaluate the system is outlined and the results of the tests are discussed. The 

chapter concludes by describing the problems that were uncovered and the steps that 

were taken to correct them. 

Conclusions and contributions of the thesis are presented in Chapter 6. The 

chapter surnmarizes the work done, Iists the contributions and provides some suggestions 

of future research directions. 

There are three appendices included at the end of the thesis. Appendix A provides 

the service type templates used by the Service Location Protocol (SLP) in the mobility 

framework to identify the mobile agent system seMce on foreign networks. Appendix B 

describes in detail the type and format of messages in the proprietary protocol used 

between the proxies in the mobile agent support system. Finally, Appendix C contains a 

copy of the test plan that was foilowed when evaluating the operation of  the prototype 

system. 



Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

This chapter presents a broad overview of the background material on which the thesis 

builds. The general concepts and enabling technologies of mobile computing are explored 

in detail as an introduction to the problem area. An overview of the state of the art in 

mobile agent technologies and agent systems is dso presented, including definitions and 

key concepts. Following this, a selection of related work on the subject of mobile web 

browsing is highlighted to provide a fiame of reference against which to compare the 

work presented here. 

2.1 Problem Domain 
The first section gives background on the problem area considered in this thesis. Mobile 

computing is defined and the challenges arising fiom mobile computing (in particular 

those pertaining to web browsing) are discussed. Limitations of the HTTP protocol are 

presented as a fiirther motivation for this work, and general proxy architectures, which 

provide a foundation for much of the related work, are described. 

2.1.1 Mobile Computing 
Mobile computing is the ability to provide computing and networking capability fiom 

anywhere, at any time [Pet99]. Central to this paradigm is the existence of mobile 

computing environrnents. A mobiie computing environment consists of a fixed (Le. 

wired) andor wireIess network. So we have two types of computers: fixed units and 

mobile units. Fixed units (FU) are computers whose location remains stationary (e-g. a 

typical desktop computer) while mobile units (MU) are computers whose geographic and 

network location can easily change (e.g. a laptop computer or a personal digital assistant) 
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[Pet99]. Typically the mobile units cornmunicate with the fixed units and each other 

using wireless LANWAN technologies, whic h facilitate mobility. Mobile corn puting 

enables a user to access network services (such as web browsing) irrespective of physical 

andor network location. It is important to make the distinction between portability and 

mobility Per981. Mobility refers to the seamless roaming of a mobile unit between 

networks. When mobility is supported, the mobile unit can move from one network to 

another without losing co~ectivity.  Moreover, it is able to use a single network address 

regardless of the current point of a t t a c h e n t  On the other han4 portability generally 

implies that the mobile unit receives a new address each time it connects to a different 

network. When a portable node moves fiom one network to another, al1 network 

subsysterns must be restarted and a new address must be obtained. Portability is most 

suitable when the change in network a t tachent  overlaps points in time where the mobile 

unit is discomected or tumed off Per981. Although this distinction exists, the techniques 

discussed in this thesis will be relevant to mobile computing environments that support 

either portability or mobility. 

It should also be noted that wireless network access is not the sarne as mobility 

Per98bl. Wireless networks are a technology that enables mobility. AIthough mobile 

cornputing environments typically rely on wireless networks, wireless network access is 

not a necessary condition for mobility. It is possible for cornputers that are stationary (i-e. 

not mobile) to communicate with each other over wireless networks. Likewise, it is 

possible to have mobile laptops comrnunicating over a wired interface (e-g. unplug a 

laptop from a network at a university, transport it to an office building, and plug it into 

the office network), hence mobility without wireless access. This thesis will only be 

concerned with mobile computing environments that rely on wireless networks, since the 

problems related to web browsing in mobile computing environrnents arise mainly fiom 

the 1 imitations irnposed by wireless communication links. In mobile environments that 

rely on fixed (wired) connections, web browsing presents no special difficulties with 

respect to bandwidth availability. 

There are two possible configurations of wireless mobile computing 

environments. The first configuration (Figure 2.1 ) is the most common, where wireless 

mobile units communicate with a fixed (wired) network via wireless access points 
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(basestations) attached to the network. In this configuration, the wired network provides 

the basic services that the wireless user accesses. Generally speaking, the mobile unit is a 

client, comecting via a wireless Iink to the servers on the network. This configuration is 

fairly well understood in ternis of providing senices to mobile clients and partitionhg of 

clientlserver responsibilities, The second configuration (Figure 2.2) is referred to as ad- 

hoc wireless networking. Ad-hoc wireiess networks consist of a nurnber of wireless 

mobile units that dynamicaily form a network for communications purposes per98bl. 

This configuration mises a nurnber of issues such as how routing and addressing are 

performed. Ad-hoc wireless networks are beyond the scope of this thesis. The focus here 

is entirely upon wired networks that support mobility by providing wireless access to 

mobile clients. 

Range of 
Wireless Access 

Point 
W~eie%î Access Pont 

Mobik Unit H 
Mabik Unit 

Fued Unit Foced Uriit 

Mobik Unit 

Frgurt 2.1 - Fued Nctwork witb Wirrkss Access Points 



MoMe Unit 

Mobile Unit 

Mobile computing environrnents give rise to a number of challenges that are not 

encountered in traditional networked environrnents For94][Sat96]. Mobile clients are 

traditionally resource poor when compared to their fixed counterparts since they are 

intended to be portable (hence smaller and lighîweight). They are characterized by 

limited display area, processor speed, memory and disk capacity. Furthemore, battery 

potver is a finite resource and must be managed carefully. Issues pertaining to the 

location of the mobile user also arise, with respect to determining the location of the 

mobile unit, and forwarding information destined for the unit to that location (For941. 

Final Iy, there are a host of challenges that crop up fiom the usage of wireless networks as 

an enabling technology for mobility. It is these chaIlenges that are particularly relevant to 

the application domain of web browsing and special attention should be paid to them. 

Wireless networks may generally be characterized by the following inadequacies 

[Hou961 : 

High Cost - Users are oflen charged for wireless network access by the amount of 

time connected or the number of bytes transmitted. Furthemore, the cost per byte 

transmitted is much higher than for wired networks. 

Low Bandwidth - The capacity of wireless networks is very limited when wmpared 

to wired networks. Typical bandwidths supported by wireless connections are in the 

neighborhood of 1-2 Mbps ( e g  WaveLAN) and can go as Iow as around 4800 bps 

( e - g .  Ardis) wou96J. Recent advances in wireless networking have yielded interfaces 

capable of supporting up to around 11 Mbps (e-g. Onnom PC car4 fomerly 
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WaveLAN Turbo 11 Mbps and Apple Airport) [Air99]wav99]. However, wired 

networks commonly support speeds of around 10 Mbps to 100  Mbps. As wireless 

network speeds are increasing, so too are wired network speeds with fiber optic 

networks ac hieving speeds in the gigabit range [Tan%]. Although wireless network 

speeds continue to improve, there will likely always be a large gap in their speed as 

comparai to fixed networks [Jos99]. 

Unreliable Connections - Mobile devices are subject to frequent, doreseeable 

disconnections as they move out of range of the wireless network or behind barriers 

that block the network signal. 

High Latency - Due to the low bandwi&, retransmissions (necessary because of the 

unreliable connections), error processing control (necessary because of higher error 

rates caused by the less reliable wireless connections) and other factors, the response 

time for wireless links is necessarily very high (much more so than for their wired 

counterparts). For941 

Security Risks - Due to the ease of connecting to a wireless network. Any unit with a 

receiver tuned to the proper radio frequency used by a h-ansmitting node can intercept 

the information that is king sent (particularly if the transmission range coven a large 

area) For941. 

The security nsks are not quite as important in the web browsing domain, since 

most web pages are accessible to the general public (except in the case where secure 

information, such as credit card numbers, is k ing  transmitted). However, the other four 

limitations must be overcome to perform web browsing effectively within a mobile 

computing environment, 

One other important challenge that must be overcome when working in a mobile 

computing environment is the high variability that these environments represent. The 

source of this vanability is due to the nature of wireless connections (as discussed above, 

disconnections occur fiequently) and the interaction of the mobile unit with 

heterogeneous networks For94J. Most stationary computen (fixed units) will remain 

connected to a single network, providing a reliable connection and a relatively tixed 

bandwidth (subject to other trafic on the network). On the other hand, mobile computers 
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encounter a variety of network configurations ( e g  variability in the available bandwidth, 

number of users, etc.) as they move out of the range of one network and into the range of 

another. These networks may differ in a number of ways, and variability arises with 

respect to bandwidth, latency and wst [Nob95] [We197]. 

This variability gives rise to one of the key concepts in designing applications that 

run in mobile computing environments: adaptability [Sat96] mob95] [We197]. 

Applications should be able to adapt to changing network conditions and environments, 

to make the most effective use of the available resources (e-g. bandwidth). The mobile 

unit must be able to dynamically conforrn to whatever limitations are presented by the 

current environment Wob953. Network protocois that enable a mobile unit to 

transparently maintain comectivity across networks (e-g. Mobile iP, see Section 2.2.2) 

largely ignore the changing link characteristics. Hence it is important that the mobile 

applications be able to recognize current conditions and adapt accordingly as available 

resources deteriorate [We197]. Strategies for adaptation rnay be classified as either 

hissez-faire (in which the application performs al1 the adaptation without any system 

support), upplicuîion-îransparent (in which the system perfomis the adaptation) and 

upplicufion-mare (where the application determines how to adapt, and the system 

monitors resources and exposes properties to the application that allow it to make that 

determination) [Sat96]. It has been noted that in many cases application-transparent 

adaptation is desirable because it is not feasible to force users to purchase new mobile 

aware applications pe~-981. Web browsing applications fa11 into this category, since web 

browsers have traditionally not been developed with mobility in mind. 

2.1.2 HTTP 
HTTP 1 -0 Per961 is the standardized application layer protocol used by commercial web 

browsers to retrieve HTML entities (such as web pages or images) from a web server. It 

is a simple request/response protocol [Ber961 where the client establishes a separate 

comection to the web server for each entity that is requested. Once a comection is set up, 

the client uses an H ï T P  request message to request a specific entity from the server 

(specified in the message by the URL, Uniform Resource Locator, of the entity). The 

server replies with a response message containing a status code and the requested entity. 



Following the response message, the connection is terminateci. HTTP 2.0 is stateless 

[Li1951 in the sense that it does not maintain a comection beyond the receipt of a 

response from the server. No information is stored regarding the connection. Each HTTP 

connection runs on top of a separate TCP connection from the client to the web server. 

HTTP 1.0 supports a number of different request operations, called rnethods 

(Ber961. The most common of these are GET, HEAD, and POST. A GET request (the 

most common type of request in web browsing) is used to retrieve a specific entity from a 

web server. GET requests are used by web browsers to retrieve most web pages presented 

to the user. A HEAD request (not very common) is similar to a GET request, but is used 

to retrieve just the header part of the response message. It can be used to find information 

about the requested entity (such as the entity size or expiration time) without actually 

downloading the entity to the client. The third type of request, POST, is used to transmit 

information to the web server. POST requests are sometimes employed on web pages that 

contain HTML forms. Once the form is filled out, the data entered by the user is 

submitted to the web server via a POST request. The data itself is contained in the body 

part of the request message. The GET and HEAD request messages typically consist of a 

header only (indicating the URL of the requested entity) with an empty body. Response 

messages always follow the same format, with a statu line (indicating the protocol 

version and a success or error code), a set of optional header fields and the entity body 

(containing the requested entity, if it could be retrieved) [Ber96]. 

HTTP 1.0 works fairly well when deployed in the high bandwidth, low latency 

fixed networks for which it was designed. However, there are a number of problems that 

have ken noted. Principal among these is the requirement that HTTP 1 .O open a separate 

connection for each object that it requests (in particular, each object on a web page) 

[Che99]. This requirement introduces a large amount of connection overhead (with 

respect to setting up and tearing down the connections), which has a detimental effect on 

network throughput and load [Che99]. Also, because most HTTP 1.0 connections are 

short lived (due to the relatively small size of the requested entities) and TCP uses a slow 

start protocol to gradually increase the rate at which it transmits data (thereby avoiding 

congestion) the connection will ofien never reach its fidl throughput. Furthemore, HTTP 

1 .O causes high internai fragmentation. If an HTTP entity (contained in an HTTP 



response message) is slightly larger than can fit into a single packet, then two packets 

must be transmittd The first packet will be M I ,  but the second packet may contain only 

a few bits. Since both packets carry a 40 byte header (20 bytes for the IP header and 20 

bytes for the TCP header), the second packet wastes additional bandwidth [Che99]. Also 

both router and CPU resources will be wasted tqring to process this packet (which 

contains only a few bits). However, due to the use of separate connections, it is not 

possible to include the remaining few bits from one entity in a packet containing another 

entity. Hence the smail padcets are necessary to transfer the complete entity. These 

problems sre further exacerbated when the HTTP 1 .O protocol is applied in low 

bandwidth, high latency wireless mobile computing environrnents. 

When considering HTTP 1 .O in a wireless mobile computing environment, there 

are four major problerns that arise [Che99](Hou96]: 

Comection Overhead - Due to the opening of a new TCP comection for each object 

requested by HTTP 1-0 (as discussed above) 

High Interna1 Fragmentation - Also discussed above. A direct resdt of opening a 

separate connection for each requested entity [C he991. 

Redundant Header Information - HTTP 1.0 request messages transmitted by the web 

browser generally include redundant header information (around 200 to 400 bytes) 

specifiing the capabilities of the browser (e-g. the different content types that it 

supports). Since the web browser application is relatively stable during a browsing 

session, retransmission of this information with each request is redundant and 

unnecessary in a bandwidth-limited environment Wou961. 

Verbose Protocol - H T ï P  messages are encodeci in standard ASCiI so as to be human 

readable. As with the redundant header information, this wastes bandwidth when the 

information could be encoded in a more compact, yet less readable format mou96]. 

To some degree, these problems are mitigated with the standardization of HTTP 

1.1 [Fie97]. HTTP 1.1 was designeci to address the problems arising fiom HTTP 1 .O. 

HTTP 1.1 allows for the use of persistent network connections and pipelining requests 

over the connections pie97][Che99]. This reduces the arnount of comection overhead 

experienced by HTTP 1.0 (fewer connections have to be set up, since one connection can 



be used to retrieve multiple objects) and alleviates the intemal fragmentation problem to 

a de- (since multiple responses may be traasrnitted along the same connection, due to 

the pi pelined requests, and hence may be packed together). However, HTTP 1.1 has not 

yet gained widespread adoption in the intemet wmmunity. Many commercial web 

browsers (e-g. Netscape) still employ HTTP 1 .O to retrieve information fiom web sewers. 

2.1.3 Proxy Architectures 
Recently a good deal of research has focused on the use of wired side proxies to 

overcome the limitations imposed by mobile computing environrnents at the application 

iayer (See Section 2.4). A proxy works as an intermediary between a client and a server. 

The proxy itself implements both the client and semer fiiactionality for the particular 

protocol that it supports. Classical proxies operate in the following way [Cha96]. Clients 

initiate a comection to a server, which is accepted by the proxy. The proxy appears as the 

server to the client. The proxy proceeds to open a separate connection to the server, and 

appears as the client to the server. M e r  establishing the necessary connections, the proxy 

is used to relay requests and responses between the client and the semer. The functional 

goal of the proxy architecture is to relay information between clients and servers that do 

not have direct iP connectivity. 

Proxies are of interest in mobile computing environrnents because of the lirnited 

resources available to îhe mobile units and the rich resowces available to the fixed units 

with which they are communicating. Placing a proxy on a fixed unit inside the wired 

portion of the mobile wmputing environment allows the mobile units to offload some of 

their processing to the fixed network. The proxies employed in mobile computing 

environments are more specialized than the classical proxies described above. They 

generally provide hctionality beyond that of classical proxies (which are often used for 

caching or filtering information). Specific advantages that proxies bring to mobile 

computing environrnents include, but are not limited to Per98bl: 

Power Savings - By offloading processing to the fixed network. the CPU on the 

mobile unit performs less processing which lessens the burden on the power supply. 

Performance Improvements - This includes better use of available bandwidth (since a 

proxy may perfonn such operations as compressing data before it is transmitted) and 



improvements in speed. Speed increases because the proxy can perform some 

negotiations with the server on behalf of the mobile client directly on the tixed 

network. 

Disconnected Operation - The proxy can continue to perform operations on behalf of 

the mobile client while the client is disconnecteci. 

Due to their ability to modify the data that passes through them without requinng 

any changes to either of the end systems (client o r  server), proxies are ofien used as a 

mechanism to support application-transparent adaptation. Consider the application 

domain of web browsing. The respomibility for the adaptation used to overcone the 

limiCations ofwireless networh may rest solely on the proxy wirh which the web browser 

cornrnunicates. This enables conventional web browsers to work effectively in a mobile 

computing environment and allows the web browser to be independent of the adaptations 

em ployed. Wired side proxies have k e n  success fùlly appl ied to support mobile web 

browsing by incorporating functionality such as removing HTML tags that a mobile unit 

does not support [.Jos99], reducing the size of images [Jos99], removing active content 

(e. g. Java applets) fiom web pages [Jos99], etc. 

2.1.4 Client/Intercept/Server Architecture 
In mobile computing environments, one usefiil extension to the basic proxy architecture 

described above has been the incorporation of a second proxy (Figure 2.3), residing on 

the mobile unit [Baq95, Li195, Hou961. Such a two proxy architecture will be referred to 

here as a client/intercept/server architecture, so named for its behavior. Web browsing 

using such an architecture occurs in the following manner. The proxy operating on the 

mobile unit intercepts HTTP requests fiom the web browser. This proxy forwards the 

requests to the proxy on the fixed unit, which wmrnunicates wiL9 the web server to 

retrieve the requested entity. The proxy on the fixed unit then forwards the response back 

to the proxy on the mobile unit, which in turn transmits the response to the web browser. 

The major advantage of such an architecture is that the two proxies have complete control 

over the type and format of the application layer information passing over the wireless 

link. Moreover, this control is bi-directional (whereas in a single proxy scheme, 

application layer optimizations may only take place from the fvred unit to the mobile 
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unit). Placing a proxy on either end of the wireless link allows certain optimizations that 

require an inverse operation to be useci, while maintainhg application transparency (note 

that although there is transparency with respect to the operation perfomied, there is not 

complete transparency for the user since the browser must still be configured to use the 

proxy on the mobile unit). For example, if a page is compressed on the fixed unit, it must 

be possible to decompress the page on the mobile unit. Not a11 browsers may support the 

compression technique used by the wired side proxy, so the mobile side proxy must be 

used to decompress the data. 

Figurc 2 3  - CIient/Intcrcep~wer (2 prory) Architecture 

2.2 Enabling Technologies 
A basic knowledge of the enabling technologies of mobile computing is key to 

understanding the architecture presented in this thesis. This section gives an oveMew of 

these technologies, focusing on network protocols for providing connectivity to mobile 

units, and issues of service discovery. 



2.2.1 DHCP 
To route packets to a host comected to the Intemet, the host mut be contiigured with a 

valid iP address for its cunent point of attachent (subnet). Once configureci with this 

address, packets may be transmitted to the host using the regular Intemet routing 

infiastructure. The Dynamic Host Configuration Protom1 (DHCP) [Dm931 Wim93) 

provides a mechanisrn for dynamically assigning an iP address to a host, along with a 

number of additional configuration pararneters uicluding subnet mask, default router, 

DNS server and domain name. ï h e  IP address provided via DHCP is valid for a limited 

period of time only, h w n  as a lease. Hosts may extend the lease through subsequent 

DHCP requests, but are not allowed to use the IP address afier the lease has expired. 

DHCP Do931 [Wim93] is a straightforward extension to the BOOTP protocol 

[Cr0851 (used to dynamically provide an operating system image to diskless workstations 

over a network). DHCP messages are camed within BOOTP; BOOTREQUEST and 

BOOTREPLY messages. As with BOOTP, DHCP uses UDP as a transport layer 

protocol. The operation of the DHCP protocol is as follows. A DHCP client (Le. a host 

that wishes to obtain an iP address on the subnet to which it is currently comected) 

broadcasts a DHCPDISCOVER message on the iocal subnet to the well know DHCP 

server UDP port (67). BOOTP relay agents may forward these requests if there is no 

DHCP server on the local subnet (DHCP serven can be configured to provide addresses 

for subnets other than the one to which they are directly comected). Any DHCP server 

that receives the DHCPDISCOVER request rnay respond with a DHCPOFFER message 

to the client, which includes an available iP address. The client selects one address fiom 

al1 the offers it receives and broadcasts a DHCPREQUEST message, containing the IP 

address of the DHCP server whose offer it has accepted (along with optional values to 

specie any additional configuration pararneters that are required). The chosen server 

recognizes its IP address in the request message and responds with a DHCPACK 

message, containing the O ffered IP address and the requested configuration parameters. 

Al1 other DHCP setvers view the request as a notification that the client has declined 

their offers. 

DHCP seems to be an attractive means of providing co~ectivity to mobile units 

through its dynamic assignrnent of IP addresses. Both per95] and per95b] explored the 



possibility of incorporating DHCP within mobile computing environments. However, 

when used as described above, DHCP only provides support for portability (as defined in 

Section 2.1.1) rather than tnie mobility. Each time the mobile unit moves to a new 

network, it must use DHCP to obtain another IP address. This cannot be accomplished 

transparently to the user since DHCP has no facilities to detect a change in the point of 

attachrnent. Hence the user must manually force DHCP to obtain a new iP address via a 

network configuration utility (for example the winipcfg program on Windows) whenever 

the mobile unit encounters a new network. Furthermore there is no way to maintain 

network connections between different points of attachent because the IP address of the 

mobile unit changes with each network. Therefore DHCP does not support searnless 

roaming (mobility) between networks. 

With respect to mobile cornputing, DHCP offers the advantages that it is 

inexpensive, simple and can be implemented entirely on the network with which the 

mobile unit is communicating (it requires no additional support fiom the mobile unit's 

home network). Nevertheless, there are two major disadvantages to this approach. As 

mentioned previousl y, on1 y portability is supprted. Moreover, DHCP does not provide a 

mechanism that allows other computers to actively locate the host; it only includes the 

host in the routing infrastructure. This is suitabie for applications such as web browsing, 

which operate under a request/response protocol since the request transmitted to the web 

server \vil1 contain the retum IP address (allowing the server to locate the client). 

However, for mobile units acting as servers (e.g. a web server) this method is not feasible 

since there is no way for other hosts in the Intemet to actively detennine the current IP 

address used by the mobile unit. Furthermore, DNS entries (which map the host narne to 

i ts IP address) for the mobile unit will be invalidated each tirne the mobile unit receives a 

new IP address. The second problem associated with using DHCP in mobile computing is 

security. The DHCP protocol pro931 itself makes no provision for security. This 

problem is exacerbated in wireless networks, which must already contend with 

challenging security issues. DHCP is vulnerable to a nurnber of attacks including denial 

of service attacks (in which a malicious host could potentially request al1 available 

addresses) and server impersmation (where a host could masquerade as a DHCP server 

and offer bad Internet addresses) [Per95]. 
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Iri [Per95] and per95b], the authon also investigated the possibility of using 

DHCP in conjunction with the Mobile IP protocol. The resuits of this application of 

DHCP in a mobile computing environment were more promising. 

2.2.2 Mobile IP 
Mobile IP Per961 [Sol981 is a netvr-ork protocol, which was designed to support the 

transparent routing of IP daiagrams to mobile n d e s .  It typically (but not always) operates 

over the IP protocol. Similar to DHCP, it provides a rnechanism by which a mobile node 

may connect to a foreign network However, unlike DHCP, which supports only 

portability, Mobile IP offers true mobility support with seamless roaming between 

various networks. Moreover, it allows rnobiie nodes to continue to use their home IP 

address in communications, irrespective of their current point of attachment. This feature 

enables the deployment of Mobile iP without requiring any changes to correspondent 

nodes with which the mobile node is communicating. A detailed description of the 

mobile iP protocoi is available in F~I-961, Per981, and [So198]. The foilowing 

paragraphs will present a brief overview, explaining the major cornponents and operation 

of the protocol. 

WC 2002 [Per96] defines a number of t e m s  that are usehl when discussing the 

operation of Mobile P: 

Home Network - The home network for a mobile node is the network that has a 

network prefix (in the network iP address) matching the network prefix of the mobile 

node's iP address. 

Foreign Network - Any other network that the mobile node encounters. 

Home Agent - A router on the mobile node's home network. The home agent is 

responsible for tunneling packets destined for the mobile node to the mobile node's 

current "care of address" (when the mobile node is not connected to the home 

network). 

Foreign Agent - A router on the foreign network. It is the responsibility of the foreign 

agent to provide routing services to visiting mobile nodes that are registered with the 

foreign agent. It is also the job of the foreign agent to detunnel and deliver IP 
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datagrams to the mobile node that have been tunneled to the foreign agent by the 

mobile node7s home agent. 

Care of Address - Used to identie the end point of a tunnel to the mobile node. There 

are two types of care of address: (a) a foreign agent care of address (i-e. the P address 

of a foreign agent) is used when the mobile node is registered with a foreign agent. 

(b) a CO-located care of address is used when the care of address is obtained by some 

extemal mechanism (e-g. DHCP) and is assigned to one of the mobile node's network 

interfaces. 

Mobile IP hctionality is organized into three components: agent discovery, 

registration and routing mechanisms. Agent discovery is the process by which mobile 

units may determine their current location, and obtain a care of address. Registration is 

the process by which a mobile unit informs its home agent of its current care of address 

and requests routing senices fiom a foreign agent. Routing mechanisms specifi how 

datagrams are delivered to the mobile unit via Mobile P. The basic operation of Mobile 

IP consists of the following steps ver961 [Sol98]: 

Foreign and Home agents periodically advertise their presence on a network via agent 

advertisement messages. Mobile units use these messages to determine whether they 

are connected to their home network or a foreign network. A mobile unit may solicit 

these advertisements if they are not forthcoming (e-g. if a mobile unit is trying to 

detect if it has moved to another network). 

As long as the mobile unit is attached to its home network, it operates in the normal 

fashion. One exception to this is when it first returns home after visiting a foreign 

network. In this case, it infonns the home agent of its return (deregisters with the 

home agent) before resuming normal operation. 

When a mobile unit detects that it has moved to a new network, it obtains a care of 

address, either fiom a foreign agent on the network or via some extemal mechanism 

(such as DHCP). The mobile node proceeds to register the care of address with its 

home agent via registration request and reply messages. The purpose of this 

registration is to inform the home agent where to forward datagams for the mobile 

node. If the mobile node is using a foreign agent Gare of address, the registration takes 
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place through the foreign agent. This serves the secondary purpose of registering the 

mobile node with the foreign agenf so that the foreign agent is able to deliver 

datagrams to the mobile node that it receives fiom the mobile node's home agent. 

IP datagrarns transmitted fiom the mobile node are routed via the usual IP routing 

mechanisms. They contain the mobile unit's home IP address as the source address 

(as mentioned previously, the mobile node is able to continue to use its home address, 

regardiess of point of attachent). 

IP datagrams transmitted by correspondent nodes will naturaily be routed to the 

mobile node7s home network (in an attempt to deliver them to the mobiIe node's 

home address). On the home network, these âaiagrams are interceptai by the home 

agent and tunneled to the mobile unit's current care of address (tunneling is 

performed by encapsulating the iP datagram inside another lP âatagram addressed to 

the mobile node's care of address). The receiving foreign agent (or mobile node, if a 

CO-located care of address is used) detunnels the datagram (Le. removes the imer iP 

packet) and delivers it to the mobile node. 

The main benefit of this approach is that it supports seamless mobility without 

requiring any changes to correspondent nodes. However, several drawbacks have been 

identified. Chief among these is the requirement that datagrams destined for the mobile 

unit be routed through the mobile unit's home agent [Sol981 Per981. This leads to a 

triangular routing pattern (mobile node to correspondent node to home agent to mobile 

node) and is referred to as triangle routing (triangle routing is discussed in detail in 

Section 4.4.1). Triangle routing can be particularly inefficient if the mobile node and the 

correspondent node are relatively close to each other, necessitating that packets deviate 

frorn an optimal route to pass through the home agent. A solution to this problem is to 

inform correspondent nodes of the mobile node's current care of address [Per98]. Such an 

association between the mobile node's address and care of address is known as a b~nding 

for the mobile node. Up to date bindings would enabIe the correspondent node to tunnel 

packets directly to the mobile node. However, this strategy would require binding updates 

to be transmitted fiom the mobile node to correspondent nodes. This raises a major 

security risk (since a malicious user could send a fdce binding impersonating a mobile 
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user and hijack their traffic) and security mechanisms to support this are still king 

worked out [Per98]. 

2.2.3 Ih.6 Mobility Support 
IPv6 (P version 6) is the next generation of the intemet protocol (the current version is 

4). Since IPv6 does not already have an installed base, it has been possible to make 

adjustments to the protocol to provide support for mobility Per96bl [Per98]. Mobile 

IPv6 operates on the same basic principles as Mobile P. Mobile nodes obtain a care of 

address on a foreign network, and inform a home agent about this care of address. The 

home agent is then able to tunnel datagrams to the care of address. However, Mobile 

IPv6 offers three major improvements over t h s  base protocol. 

The first improvement is that foreign agents have been eliminated altogether. 

Neighbor discovery DJa.1961 and stateless address configuration Do961 provide a simple 

mechanism for obtaining a co-located care of address. Secondly, support for binding 

updates in correspondent nodes is incorporatxi as a part of Mobile IPv6 rer96bl. Al1 

iPv6 nodes will be capable of caching the bindings (Le. care of addresses) of mobile 

nodes wi th which they are wmmunicating. Furthemore, Pv6 contains an ideal delivery 

mechanism for these binding updates, namely destination options. These are header 

options that are examined only at the destination node, as opposed to iPv4 header 

options, which are examined at each intermediate node and hence incur a performance 

penalty. In this way, the binding update may be included as a part of a regular iPv6 

datagram îransmitted to a correspondent node. The third improvement provided by 

Mobile IPv6 is that every iPv6 node will be able to establish and maintain security 

relationships with any other node as required rer96bl. Hence authentication of binding 

updates wil l  be possible through existing iPv6 security procedures. These last two points 

taken together solve the problem of triangle routing for Mobile IPv6. 

2.2.4 Dynamic Service Discovery 
Recently, the need for dynamic service discovery was recognized in mobile computing 

environments [Per96c, Hod99, Bre98, Bec99L Inherent with mobility is the implication 

that the geographic location of the user is constantly changing. RecalI that a mobile unit 

wdl generally interact with a number of different heterogeneous networks. The set of 
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available network services and devices will depend on the current point of attachent 

and wiil likely be of interest to a mobile user. A common senice used to illustrate this 

point is printing (ide. locating and configuring printers on a foreign network). Some 

dynarnic means of locating and configuring the desired services is required in these 

foreign environments. The following sections discuss the different protocols that have 

been developed to address this issue. 

2.2.4.1 Resource Discovery Protocol (RDP) 
The resource discovery protocol (RDP) per%c] is a lightweight protocol rwuiing over 

UDP that is used to dynamically discover network resources. Although usehii in fixed 

computing environments, it is targeted to enable mobile users to find and access services 

e-xternal to the mobile unit. The requirements imposed on RDP were that the protocol be 

scalable, self managing, distributed, wmpatiile with other administrative tools and 

compatible with mobile networking protocols. Uniform Resource Names (URNs) are 

used to identi@ the different types of resources in RDP (such as printers). The locations 

of these resources are specified using Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). 

RDP employs a simple request/response mode of operation and functions in the 

fol iowing way rer96cl. A local server (called the directory agent) is set up on a network. 

It is the responsibility of the directory agent to respond to al1 RDP queries. RDP supports 

dynamic registration and deregistration of s e ~ c e s  with the directory agent. This allows 

the directory agent to maintain a consistent set of üRLs for al1 the currentiy availabie 

resources. Mobile units leam the address of a directory agent either through static 

configuration or dynamically through DHCP (via a DHCP configuration parameter). 

When a mobile unit wishes to access a particular resource, it quenes the directory agent 

speciwing the URN for the resource type and a number of keywords describing the 

resource (keywords provide values for resource attributes, such as the ability for a printer 

to use color, that allow the directory agent to select an appropriate resource). The 

directory agent responds with one or more U R L s  for resources that satisfL the query. 

RDP was promising, but it was abandoned in favor of the service location 

protocol (SLP) discussed in the next section. However, a number of features of RDP were 

incorporated into SLP [Per96c]. 



2.2.4.2 Service Location Protocol (SLP) 
SLP (defined in W C  2608) [Gut99b] [KemWb] is a protocol for dynamically providing 

hosts information regarding the existence, location and configuration of networked 

services. Perkins rer96cl identified the potential benefits of employing SLP in a mobile 

computing environment. Currently SLP is in its second incarnation (SLP version 2) and 

the folIowing discussion will revolve around this updated version. 

SLP consists of three main cornponents, which are described below [Gut99b]: 

User Agents (UA) - Processes that work on behalf of a user to obtain service 

information fiom service agents. 

Service Agents (SA) - Processes who work on behalf of one or more services, to 

advertise those services. 

Directory Agents (DA) - A process that acts as a cache for service advertisements. 

AIthough not strictiy necessary, diratory agents are used to provide scalability. 

Similar to RDP, SLP employs a request/response mode1 [Gut99b]. The basic 

operation of SLP consists of the following. A user agent, acting on behalf of a paiticular 

user process (client) issues a service request message specimng the characteristics of the 

seMce that the client requires. The user agent then receives one or more service replies 

indicating the location of network services matching the request. In cases where the user 

agent issues the seMce request directly to the service agents, the request is multicast on 

the network using the well-known SLP multicast address. SeMce agents receiving this 

request will respond with a unicast reply to the user agent if the service they advertise 

matches the service described in the request. OtheMise the request is ignored. 

Directory agents may be introduced for reasons of scalability to prevent excessive 

multicasting on the network [GuMlb]. They fùnction as a cache for service 

advertisements. Service agents register their services with the directory agent and user 

agents unicast servi-ce requests to the directory agent rather than multicasting them on the 

network. If  a service has been registered with the directory agent that matches the service 

request, then a response is transmitted to the user agent. User agents may leam the 

location of a directory agent in a number of ways including static conf~guration, DHCP 

(RFC 2610 [Per99] defines a DHCP option used to specifi the location of an SLP 
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directory agent), passive directory agent advertisements (periodically the directory agent 

advertises its existence on the network) or by actively soliciting a directory agent 

advertisement (accomplished by sending a seMce request for a service of type directory- 

agent). 

Services advertised through SLP are organized into groups called scopes 

[Gut99b], which are used for administrative purposes and access conîrol. Every user 

agent is assigned a particular scope (either through static configuration or dynamically 

via DHCP). A user agent rnay only locate seMces that are within the same scope for 

which it is configured. 

There are two components that describe every seMce advertised through SLP: 

service URLs and service templates [Gut99b, Gut99, Kem99bl. A unique seMce URL is 

associated with each service. The service URL provides information about the location of 

the service and how to access it (sirnilar to URLs used by web browsers to locate and 

access web pages). A service type is included as a part of the service URL. Every 

advertised s e ~ k e  is an instance of a particular service type. The seMce type specifies 

unambiguously how to use the service (and how to interpret the service URL). Service 

types rnay be a network protocol, an abstract seMce type or a concrete service type. 

Abstract service types indicate that the service rnay be associated with multiple protocols. 

Concrete service types speci@ a particular protocol within an abstract service 

A service tempiate is used to provide a formal definition of a service type, 

including the attributes that rnay be associateci with the service (e-g. a printer service type 

rnay have an attribute that indicates whether the printer supports color). Specific 

instances of the template (Le. services) set different attribute values according to the 

service they offer. These values are used to distinguish between different services of the 

same type. Service request messages rnay include values for these attributes to locate a 

service providing certain features. The grammars descri bing the construction of service 

URLs and service templates are contained in RFC 2609 [Gut99]. 

Example (adapted kom [Kem99b]J): Consider the abstract service type 'Lservice:login" 

that defines a remote access service. Several hosts on the network rnay offer this service, 

including castor (a computer which supports remote access through the rlogin protocol) 
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and mira (a computer which supports remote access via the telnet protocol). A service 

request for the abstract service type "seMce:login" would return the following service 

URLs: 

service:login:rlogin://castor.cc. umanitobaca 

serviçe:login:telnet://miracc. umanitoba~ 

Each senice URL specifies the location of the service (castor or mira) and the access 

protocol (rlogïn or telnet). On the other han4 suppose a client only supports the telnet 

protocot. in this case, the user agent would query the service using the concrete service 

type "service:login:telnet" and only the second S~M-ce URL (for mira) would be 

returned. (Note that in this example it is asswned that there exists seMce templates 

describing both the abstract service type "se~ce:login~' and the concrete senice types 

"service:login:telnet" and "service:login:rlogin"). 

Beyond the functionality descnbed above, SLP offers several other desirable 

features. It contains security mechanisms, providing for the authentication of both seMce 

URLs and their attributes [Gut99b]. Additionally, RFC 2614 Fem991 defines a 

standardized API for SLP in both C and Java to promote portability among various 

implementations. 

2.2.4.3 Other Service Discovery Models 
In addition to the protocols discussed previously, several mobile computing frameworks 

employ their own techniques for dynamic service discovery. The MOCA service 

framework [Bec991 uses a distributed seMce discovery architecture, ui th no single 

repository of services (Le. nothing comparable to the directory agent provided by SLP). 

Services are modeled as Java objects, which are downîoaded by the mobile unit as they 

are required. Service advertisements are periodically multicast by the devices offering the 

services. It is unclear how this architecture would scale to support large nurnbers of 

services, since the purpose of a single service repository (e.g. the directory agent in SLP) 

was to provide for that scalability. A single repository would prevent the network fiom 

being ovenvhelmed by service advertisements or queries in the case where many seMces 

are bei ng advertised. 
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The service discovery architecture presented in w 9 9 ]  is similar to that of SLP. 

A seMce interaction client (SIC) is responsible for s e ~ c e  discovery (like a user agent) 

and a service interaction proxy (SP) handles service advertisements for a group of 

services (similar to a directory agent). However, this architecture is more focused on the 

discovery and usage of hardware type services, such as s e ~ k e s  to control the 

audio/visual equipment in a classroom. Additional hctionality has been incorporated to 

download a description of the user interface for the service to the mobile client, so that 

the client can recreate a suitable interfixe and present it to the user. 

2.3 Mobile Agents and Agent Systems 
This section provides an introduction to mobile agents and agent systems incl uding 

common terminology and basic mobile agent operation. The concepts described here are 

an integral part of the architecture presented in Chapter 3. 

Mobile agents are an emerging technology that has evolved fiom the trend 

towards greater flexibility in network computing paradigrns won991 (Lan981. An agent 

is typically described as a program that is able to function autonornously, acting on a 

person's behalf to provide some service to that person. They operate within the bounds of 

an execution environrnent and have the following characteristics b 9 8 ] :  

Reactive - they are able to adapt to changes in their environment. 

Autonomous - they are able to operate independently, without direct control fiom a 

user 

Goal Driven - they work towarâs achieving a particular goal. 

Stationary agents spend their entire lifetirne executing at one location &an98]. 

Mobile agents are not bound to a particuiar system. They have the flexibility to transport 

themsetves (or be transported by others) from one network to another. This flexibility 

engenders a new paradigm in network computing: the mobile agents paradigrn. Several 

benefits can be realized from the usage of mobile agents, many of which are directly 

applicable to a mobile computing environrnent. Mobile agent benefits include (adapted 

from [Lan98]): 
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Reduced network load and network latency. By transmitting a mobile agent to the 

location of a network resource (e.g. a database) and perfonning computations locally, 

they reduce the amount of network trafic generated when accessing the resource. 

Recali (Section 2.1.1 ) that wireless networks oflen experience hi& latency. 

Encapsulate proprietaq protocols. By sending a mobile agent to the opposite 

endpoint of a communications link, a communications channel may be dynamically 

established to employ a proprietary protocol. Note that this benefit spems particularly 

relevant in a bandwidth limited environment such as those presented by wireless 

networks. A proprietary protocol tailored to a specific application has the potential to 

make better use of the available bandwidth. 

Mobile agents execute asynchronously and autonomously. They are capable of 

executing independent of user wntrol. Again, recall fiom Section 2.1.1 that wireless 

networks experience fiequent and unforeseeable dixomections. Agents that are able 

to operate autonomously may continue to perform computations on behalf of a mobile 

unit, even when it is discomected. 

Mobile agents can adapt dynamically to cbanging conditions in their environment. 

Section 2.1.1 indicated adaptation is key to developing applications that run in a 

mobile computing environment 

There are two fûndamental components involved in the mobile agents paradigm: 

mobile agents and their agent systems. Mobile agents are software agents that are capable 

of changing the location at which they are executing. They may be characterized by five 

attributes Kan981 [Obj97]: 

State - There are two types of state that can be associated with a mobile agent. The 

mobile agent's execution state and its object state. Execution state refers to the 

runtime state of the agent, including current values of the program counter and fi-ame 

stack. Object state refers to the values of the interna1 attributes of the mobile agent. 

For instance, a piece of information the agent has retrieved from a database. 

Whenever a mobile agent is transmitted to a new location, its state must be 

transmitted as well. This enables the agent to resume execution where it left OR, if 

desired. 
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Implementation - Implementation refen to the actual code used to implement the 

mobile agent. When an agent is transmitted to a new location, its code must be 

transmitted as well. Generally there are two mechanisms by which this is 

accomplished: transfer al1 the code along with the agent when it is transferred, o r  

transfer just the agent and load the code on demanci, as it is needed. 

Interface - The mechanism exposed by the agent that allows other agents and agent 

systems to comrnunicate with it. 

Identifier - A unique name used to identifi the agent 

Principals - The persans responsible for the actions of the agent These include the 

manufacturer of the agent and the owner (perron using the agent). 

An agent system is a p l a ~ o n n  that is able to create, execute, transfer and 

terminate mobile agents [Lao981 IObj97I. Mobile agents cannot execute outside of an 

agent system. Every agent system has an agent system type and identity associated with 

it. The agent system type is used to detennine the kinds of mobile agents that the system 

supports. The identity is a name and a network address used to lofate the agent system. 

An agent system resides on a particular host in a network Within the agent system are a 

number of execution environrnents called places (see Figure 4.2). A place provides a 

specific context in which a mobile agent may execute [Obj97]. Together with the agent 

system, the place is able to offer security mechanisms such as controlling access to 

resources on the host. A place may contain many mobile agents and an agent system may 

contain multiple places. Each place within the agent system has its own unique address, 

which is a combination of the agent system narne and the name of  the place. Furthemore, 

a default place may be associated with the agent system, which is identified using the 

agent systern identifier only. Similar to mobile agents, an agent system is also associated 

with a nwnber of principals who bear legal responsibility for the system. Again these 

principals are the manufacturer of the system and the owner [Obj97]. 
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Host 

Agent System 

F i r r  2.4 - Ageat System Compoacnts 

To foster interoperability arnong mobile agents and agents systems, 

standardization efforts are underway in the mobile agent field. In particular, the MASE 

(Mobile Agent System Interoperability Facility) specification [Obj97] discusses 

interoperability between agent systems wn'tten in different languages and developed by 

different vendors. The specification addresses the interface between agent systems only 

and makes no attempt to standardize inter-agent communication or agent operations such 

as interpretation, serialization (storage of mobiie agents), etc. MASF standardizes the 

following four areas [Obj97]: 

Agent Management - Defines common ways to perfonn administrative f'ctions 

such as creating, or tertninating agents. 

Agent Transfer - Specifies ways to transfer agents between agent systems. 



Agent and Agent System Narnes - Ailows agents and agent systems to identifi each 

other and permits applications to identiQ specific agents and agent systems. 

Agent System Type and Location Syntax - Location syntax enables agent systems to 

locate one another and agent system type allows agent systems to recognize the type 

of agents that other agent systerns support. 

Generally mobile agent systems are implemented using interpreted or scripting 

languages for reasons of portability and security [Lan98]. To this end, Java has been 

identified as a promising language for mobile agent systems. Java offers multipladonn 

support and portability. Moreover, Java provides a number of features that are desirable 

for agent systems. Among these are IWon99, Tho97I: 

Support for object serialization - It is easy to convert a Java object and its associateci 

object state to a form suitable for transmission across a network. Furthermore, it is 

simple for the receiving host to reconstnict the object. 

Support for code migration - Java's class loading mechanism supports dynamic 

retrieval and loading of Java class files (which contain the code used to implement 

Java objects) 

Support for security management - Java offers several security features. All classes 

loaded by the class loader are inspected carefùlly and subject to security wnstraints. 

Also, Java supports highly configurable security policies (e-g. the ability to control 

access to certain system resources, such as the filesystem) 

A nurnber of Java based mobile agent systems currently exist including [BM's 

Aglets [Os h97, La11981 and Concordia Wn97l .  

Up to this point the chapter has focused on background matenal, reviewing the 

probIem area in depth and providing an overview of the enabling technoiogies of mobile 

computing. The final section examines related work in the field of mobile computing that 

is relevant to the thesis. 

2.4 Related Work 
This section presents a selection of current research in mobile computing that directly 

relates to the architecture described in this thesis. Wireiess access to the World Wide 
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Web has been a popular research topic for some time now. A number of systems paq95] 

[Cha97] mou961 [Jos99] bi195] [Sch96] Poe941 have been developed to optimize web 

browsing in mobile computing environments. Typically these systems have relied on 

some f o m  of proxy-based architecture to overcome the limitations imposed by wireless 

networks. Three systems have been developed that employ a client/intercept/server 

architecture as described in Section 2.4: Mowgli, WebExpress and Mobiscape. 

Mowgli Fil951 was one of the earliest mobile web browser systems to use the 

client/intercept/server architecture. It employed optirnizations including prefetching of 

inline images, caching data on the mobile and fixed units, using persistent sockets to 

reduce comection setup and teardown times, and background fetching of pages 

(asynchronous operation). In addition, the Mowgli research identified promising 

optimizations that could be employed including web page compression, reduction of 

image quality, and annotation of HTML (to indicate to the user the size of the object 

pointed to by an HTML link and the availability of the object in the cache) [Lil95]. Other 

systems have since inwrporated this fùnctionality and demonstrated its usetùlness 

[Bas951 [Jos99] [Sch96]. 

The WebExpress system [Cha97, Hou961 is very similar architecturally to 

Mowgli, but differs in both the goals of the system and the optimizations that it employs. 

WebExpress was designed to support transaction processing applications in a wireless 

environment and this goal is reflected in the optimizations that it uses [Hou%]. 

Typically, transaction processing (foms based) applications are characterized by 

repetitive and predictable responses. For example, submitîing a request for a quote on a 

particular stock will r e t m  a standardized stock quote page with the desired information. 

Although the specific information wntained in the quote changes with each request, the 

format and structure of the resulting page will remain the same. The optimizations of 

WebExpress take advantage of this fact. In particular, the key optimization performed by 

WebExpress, differencing, makes use of this information by storing templates of pages 

on the fixed and mobile proxies, and transmitting only the differences when new pages 

are requested. WebExpress also employs caching (on both the fixed and mobile unit), 

virtual sockets (persistent sockets used for many web page requests), header reduction 
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and d i sco~ec ted  operation (by queuing requests while the mobile unit is d isco~ected)  

Wou96]. 

Mobiscape @3aq953 is the third system to employ the client/intercept/se~er 

architecture. It focuses more on flexible caching policies that enable users to specifi what 

information should always be available in the cache by way of  a user profile. 

Furthemore, Mobiscape compresses HTML pages before they are transmitted across the 

wireless Iink [Baq95]. 

Several other systems have been implemented to support mobile web browsing 

that do not ernploy a client/intercept/server architecture. Mowser [Jos99] uses both a 

proxy based and end-toend approach. The architects of Mowser argued that the end 

systems should be capable of providing different content to resource limited mobile 

devices. Hence Mowser attempts to perform content negotiation witb the end systems in 

order to request data in a more suitable format (e-g. lower resolution images so that they 

do not waste as much bandwidth) [Jos99]. Additionally Mowser employs a wired side 

proxy capable of optimizïng data before it is transmitted to the web browser (descriptions 

of specific optimizations are deferred until Section 4.5). The Teleweb system [Sch96] 

differs from other mobile web browser systems in that it focuses on overcorning the cost 

limitation of wireless networks. To achieve this goal, Teleweb performs a variety of 

functions including budget monitoring and annotating HTML to make cost information 

visible to the user. Teleweb is unique among the systerns discussed here in that it 

employs a proxy that runs entirely on the mobile unit. All the other systems described so 

far rely on a wired side proxy of some sort. Sirnilar to Teleweb, the Mobisaic system 

described in [Voe94] takes a unique approach to mobile web browsing. Mobisaic is 

concerned with dynamically adapting the information the browser displays with respect 

to the current location (context) of the mobile unit. It employs dynamic URLs that change 

(thereby causing the page referenced by the URL to change) as the mobile unit moves. 

This technique has the advantage that it allows a single LJRL to refer to multiple 

documents depending on the user's current environment [Voe94]. Hence a web page c m  

provide context-based information by using dynamic URLs to link to other pages. 

However, Mobisaic does not address any of the limitations of wireless mobile computing 



environments and the functionality it provides is orthogonal to that offered by the other 

systems. 

Other projects, although not specifically focused on mobile web browsing, have 

addressed the issue through their work Zenel [Zen991 designed a dynamic proxy system 

based on the concept of downloadable "filters". These filters are executable binary 

prograrns tbat can be downloaded fiom the mobile unit (or other locations) and executed 

on the fixed network (in an execution environment) to offer services that overcome the 

limitations of wireless connections. The system is very general and appropriate for 

several different optimizations, both a? the application and transport layers. Regarding 

web browsing, a HTTP filter was implemented as part of the test suite for the system 

[Zen99]. The filter is capable of cornpressing HTTP &ta before it is transmitted to the 

mobile unit. A counterpart process was required on the mobile unit to decompress the 

HTTP data as it arriveci. The deployment of the HTTP filter (and the corresponding 

process on the mobile unit) represents a dynamic form of the client/intercept/server 

arc hi tecture, similar to the architecture described here. The com parison with our system 

wilI be examined in more detail in Sections 3.4 and 4.5. 

Both the Dataman m i 9 6 1  and BARWAN pre98] projects touche- on the subject 

of mobile web browsing. The Dataman wireless web project umi961 dealt with 

improving the performance of popular Internet services when used over a wireless 

medium. It addressed issues both at the application and transport layer. Similar to the 

systems described earlier, the Dataman wireless web research focuseci o n  using a wired 

side proxy to manage the HTTP connections. The proxy is able to prefetch pages residing 

on the same web server as a previously requested page, and to change the format of pages 

( e g  removing images) before they are transmitted to a mobile client if there is 

insuficient bandwidth. The Dataman research also suggested that the proxy i tsel f could 

be mobile, moving along with the mobile user. This area was not yet explored in the 

project. 

In the BARWAN project Pre981 a general proxy model, TACC, was developed 

for use with applications executing on mobile clients. TACC is a n  acronym for 

transformation, aggregation, caching and customization, refemng to the seMces 

provided by the proxy. Specificaily, a proxy confonning to this model is capable of 
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transfoming the data before sending it to the web browser (applying lossy, datatype 

specific compression techniques to reduce the amount of data transmitted while retaining 

the semantic content), aggregating data fiom several sources and organizing it for the 

mobile user (a form of  autonomous operation), caching both original and transfonned 

copies of data and allowing users to customize the services the proxy provides through 

parameters. The TACC model was used to impiement Top Gun Wingman, a web browser 

for PDAs. 

The use of mobile agents in mobile computing environments has also gained 

attention in the mobile computing research çomrnunity. Various papers [Jos99b, Jos97, 

Sah98, Gra961 have stressed the benefits that mobile agents offer to such environrnents, 

particularl y with respect to support for discomected operation (where a mobile agent can 

continue to operate on the fixed network while the mobiie unit is disconnected). The 

Magenta mobile agent system [Sah98] was designed specifically for use in such weakly 

connected mobile computing environments. in  addition to the usual mobile agent system 

fùnctionaiity, Magenta offers a seiection of mobile specific features. Magenta can adjust 

to the dynamic appearance and disappearance of execution environments and supports 

remote instantiation of mobile agents. A mobile client that is not m i n g  a copy of the 

Magenta agent system can launch a mobile agent on a remote site that will execute on its 

be ha1 f. Magenta also provides tolerance of execution environment fai 1 ures (designed to 

overcome abrupt disconnections or mobile unit crashes by maintaining backup copies of 

mobile agents) and a directory service for agents. The directory service allows mobile 

units to track the progress of agents they have dispatched when the mobile units 

reconnect following a period of disconnection. The focus of these optimizations is to 

overcome the instability of wireless connections, by allowing operation to continue while 

disconnected and upon recomection of the mobile unit. 

Likewise, Agent TCL [Gra96] is another mobile agent system that includes 

features to facilitate mobile computing and disconnected operation. Agent TCL offers 

several network sensing tools (including twls  to determine connectivity and available 

bandwidth), which can be useâ for adapting the agent behavior. Furthemore, Agent TCL 

implernents a docking system for discomected operation. Each mobile unit has an 

associated docking station (a computer on the fured network). The docking station is 



capable of storing agents destined for the mobile unit on disk while the mobile unit is 

disconnected and forwarding the agents to the mobile unit upon reconnection. The 

docking station alone is responsible for detecting comectivity of the mobile unit, and the 

process is transparent to the mobile agent (hence the mobile agent no longer has to handle 

disconnections). 

Another related project, the Rover toolkit [.ios97, Jos97b1, was created for 

developing mobile applications thaf support discomected operation. The twlkit uses a 

distributed object system based on a clîent/server architecture with a client m î n g  on a 

mobile unit (typically) and a server nrnning within the fixed network. The Rover 

architecture consists of two main entities: Relocatable Dynamic Objects (RDO) and 

Queued Remote Procedure Calls (QRPC). RDOs encapsulate code and data, and can be 

dynamically loaded from the client to the server or vice versa. They can also have their 

own thread of execution. QRPCs are used to invoke non-blocking RPCs on remote 

objects and to load RDOs fiom a server (or client). Although not strictly speaking a 

mobile agent system are really just relocatable objects with no notion of 

execution state), Rover is able to support the construction of both mobile aware and 

mobile transparent applications. It supports d i ~ c ~ ~ e c t e d  operation (through the QRPCs), 

compression of headers and data before transmission and gives applications control over 

where the computation is performed. With respect to mobile web browsing, Rover was 

used to impiement an HTTP proxy that provides compression of HTTP data, prefetching 

of inline images, and support for disconnected operation (by queuing web page requests). 

Mobile agents have also been deployed in other mobile environments such as 

wireless cellular phone applications as described by La Porta Por98j. In this project, the 

agents resided on the fixed network and were used to perforrn call setup negotiations on 

behalf of the phone (the mobile unit in this system). Mobility was required so that the 

agent could move inside the fixed network, thereby remaining close to the mobile user to 

reduce the call setup time. 

Mobility frameworks identiS services that should be provided by fixed networks 

supporting mobile clients. Hodes & Katz wod99] discuss one such h e w o r k .  They 

outlined four technical requirements that must be provided by a fixed network that offers 

services to mobile clients: 
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Device mobility 

Network accessible controllable objects 

Underlying service discovery architecture 

Mapping between the device interfaces and the interfaces presented to the mobile 

client. 

Section 3.4 discusses how this fiamework is related to the architecture presented in 

Chapter 3. 

Recall, Section 2.1.1 identifies adaptability as one of the key features of 

applications in mobile computing environrnents. Several projects have examined different 

ways of implementing this adaptability (including many of the mobile web browser 

systems mentioned earlier). Welling & Badrinath [Wei97 presented a general event 

fiamework by which mobile applications c m  receive notification of changing network 

resources (such as battery power on the mobile unit or bandwidth availability). This 

framework enables mobile applications to identie and adapt to c h g i n g  network 

conditions. The Odyssey system [Nob95], an experimental Unix platform for mobility, 

applied the concept of data fidelity to mobile computing. Fidelity is defined as the degree 

to which a copy of the data presented to the user matches the original piece of data. 

Odyssey provides an API that allows mobile applications to make different traàeoffs 

among dimensions of fidelity (e-g. removing color from images) to increase the 

efficiency of the communications. 

One area of related research not specifically linked to mobile computing, but 

important in the context of this thesis, is the work on active networks. Active networks 

employ mechanisms to place intelligence within the actual network [Ca198]. Their goal is 

to dynamically alter the behavior of the network as seen by the user. Active networks 

ofien accomplish this goal by injecting executable code into the network that can change 

the behavior of networking protocols fiom the application layer down to the networking 

layer ( e g  in the ANTS project [Wet98], mobility support similar to that performed by 

Mobile iP was dynamically added to a network that originally contained no such 

support). One branch of active network research that is particularly relevant with respect 

to this thesis is the active services approach (discussed by Amir et al. [Ami98]]). Active 

services restrict the user-defined computation to the application layer, thus allowing the 



benefits of an active network to be realized within the existing intemet infrastructure 

(without requiring existing htemet nodes be replaced by programmable wunterparts). 

This restriction still enables many of the applications targeted by active networks 

research to be developed. The active senice fnunework will be exploreci in greater depth 

in Section 3.4. 



Chapter 3 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

This chapter introduces an architecture capable of supporting efficient web browsing 

(and, potentiaily, other netwoked applications) in mobile computing environments. The 

architecture describes the dynamic deployment of a client/intercept/server system within 

a mobile computing environment. Such a deployment transfers the benefits of the 

cIient/intercept/server architecture to mobile computing environments, while placing 

minimal architectural constraints upon those environments (refer to Section 3.2). 

A foreign network is defined as any network a mobile user wishes to connect to 

that the user does not control (ie. the user has no administrative privileges). Inherent in 

this definition is the idea that the user cannot install any proprietary software on the 

foreign network. Hence, architecture designed for such a network must function within 

the existing Internet infrastructure. The connectivity provided by foreign networks (as 

described here) is analogous to the network access offered by various Intemet Service 

Providers (ISP). Each ISP provides a connection to a different local network (a foreign 

network on which the client has no administrative control), which is in turn connected to 

the Internet. 

Note that this definition is somewhat more restrictive than the one presented in 

Section 2.2.2 (us4 in the Mobile IP standard). The reason for distinguishing a foreign 

network in this way is that, for a mobile application to be effective. it shouid work in any 

mobile computing environment the user may encounter (not oniy on one specific network 

with which the user commonly interacts). Such a requirement arises fiom the variability 

that is characteristic of mobility. Ubiquitous wiretess network access will require users to 

interact with several different networks as they migrate fiom one locality to another. The 

restrictions regarding administrative control are added to ensure that the architecture 

4 1 
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presented here makes as few assumptions as possible about the foreign networks. Thus, it 

is possible that the mobile user may administer the foreign network, but it is not assumed 

to be true. 

The mobile computing environment for this architecture appean in Figure 2.1. 

The mobile user is assurned to perform web browsing on a mobile unit, such as a laptop. 

The mobile unit services web page requests by communicating with a fixed network 

using a wireless network comection. The mobile computing environment is the 

combination of the fixed network (which provides some form of wireless network access) 

and the mobile unit. This is a typical mobile configuration. Note however that this 

description precludes ad-hoc wireless networks. The thesis architecture is designed to be 

effective in the environrnent described above. Finally, the foreign network is the fixed 

network part of the environrnent. 

In the proposed architecture, there are two major components (see Figure 3.1): 

The mobile web browser support system and the mobility fkimework These cornponents 

interact to enable the optimization of application layer data across the wireless 

communications link in a mobile computing environment. 
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The mobile web browser support system works on top of  the mobility framework, 

utilizing the seMces that the fiamework provides (Figure 3.1). The support system 

operates at the appkation layer in a layered network mode1 and employs mobile agents 

to dynamically deploy a client/intercept/server architecture in a mobile computing 

environment. 

The mobility framework describes the basic set of seMces that are assumed to be 

avaiIable on a foreign network that is part of a mobile computing environment. Using a 

selection of the ideas presented in Chapter 2, the framework allows mobile units to make 

use of mobile agents in foreign networks where the location of  network services are not 

known u prrori. The h m e w o r k  includes support for mobility, dynarnic service discovery 

and a mobile agent system. It is important to note that the fiamework does not rely on any 

proprietary protocols. The framework operates within the existing htemet  architecture to 

facilitate access on a wide variety of networks. Although the framework must provide 
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certain services, this thesis makes the assumption that mobile computing environments 

could offer these seMces in any event. If this assumption holds, then the tiamework does 

not place any new constraints on these environments. 

The design goals of this architecture are twofold First, the architecture must 

support the dynarnic deployment of a system that enables operations to optimize 

application layer &ta transmîtîed across a wireless communications link. Second, the 

arc hi tecture m ust not require changes to establ is hed Intemet protoçols. The second 

requirement was particularly important due to the widespread deployrnent of the existing 

Internet infrastructure. Any architecture that imposes changes to this infrastructure for the 

purposes of optirnization within a particular domain (here web browsing) is likely to 

encounter dificuities in the practical deployrnent of those changes. By satisbng the 

second requirement, the architecture will be effective on more foreign networks (subject 

to the assumption that the mobility framework is supported). 

The following sections provide additional details on the architectural components 

with respect to the design goals (Section 3.1 and 3.2), a description of the interaction 

between the two cornponents (Section 3.3) and a cornparison with existing architectures 

for web browsing support in mobile computing environments (Section 3.4). 

3.1 Mobile Web Browser Support System 
At the heart of the architecture is the mobile web browser support system (Figure 3.2). 

The mobile web browser support system dynamically deploys a client/intercept/server 

architecture in a mobile computing environment to support optimizations that permit 

more efficient web browsing. The support system is composed of two agents (processes), 

called the FU agent and the MU agent. The FU agent is a mobile agent, capable of 

rnigrating from one agent system to another. The FU agent is dispatched into a foreign 

network to handle the server side processing of the client/intercept/server architecture. It 

operates on the server side of the wireless Iink connecting the mobile unit to the foreign 

network. The MU agent is always resident on the mobile unit. It handies the client side 

processing in the client/intercept!server architecture and operates on the mobile side of 

the wireless communications link. 
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The MU agent is also responsible for handfing dispatch of the FU agent, accepting 

requests from a web browser and communicating those requests to the FU agent. The Fü 

agent is responsible for servicing reqwsts and retuming the requested entities to the MU 

agent. By dispatching a FU agent into the foreign network, the MU agent is able to 

achieve the benefits of a clientlintercept/server architecture without assuming o priori 

that a FU agent is resident on the foreign network (an assumption that will oAen prove 

false). An assumption is made that the mobility hamework presented in Section 3.2 is 

supponed. Once a FU agent is dispatched into the foreign network, the MU and FU 

agents can completely control the format and type of  the application layer information 

flowing across the wireless portion of the communications link. They can perform several 

operations to attempt to increase the efficiency of the application layer transmissions. The 

key feature of this architecture is the mobility of  the FU agent. 

The mobile web browser support system satisfies the design requirement of  

dynamically deploying a system that irnplements the optimizing operations. As 

demonstrated by Liljeberg et al. [Li1951 and H o w l  & Lindquist Fou961 a wide variety 

of optimizations are possible once a clienî/intercept/server architecture has been 

establ is hed. The speci tic optimizations employed are implementation dependent and not 



addressed by the support system architecture. They may be tailored for the type of web 

browsing targeted by the system designer (e-g. different optimizations may be used when 

supporting ad-hoc web browsing vs. transaction based web browsing). 

3.2 Mobility Framework 
The mobility h e w o r k  operates beneath the mobile web browser support system. It 

describes a collection of services that a foreign network in a mobile wmputing 

environment must provide to the support system. In order for a mobile agent (the FU 

agent) to execute on a foreign network, there are 3 services that the foreign network must 

offer: mobility support, mobile agent system and agent system discovery. Thus, the 

mobile unit must have a means of comecting to the foreign network. The foreign 

network must provide an execution environment for mobile agents (an agent system) and 

there mut be a dynamic means by which the mobile unit may locate this execution 

environment. Dynamic location of an agent system is especially important because the 

mobile unit may have no advance knowledge of the foreign network with which it is 

comrnunicating. Within this framework, the agent system in which the FU agent executes 

is presented as just another service that the foreign network makes available to mobile 

units (similar to other services the mobile user would need to access, such as a printer). 

The mobiIity b e w o r k  satisfies the second design goal in that none of these 

services requires any changes to existing Internet p r o t d s  (see Section 4.2). The 

framework does not s p i @  how these services are to be implemented, only that they 

must exist on a foreign network as the architecture relies on them to connect to the 

network and to deploy the Fü agent. 

It should be noted that the security aspect of the framework is not specified. 

Security is extremeiy important in an architecture such as this because unauthorized users 

must be denied access to the services provided by the mobile computing environment. 

Each of the services mentioned above has certain security requirements. It is the 

responsibility of the providers of these s e ~ k e s  to ensure that the services themselves are 

secure. Indeed, many of the protocols that are used to implement these services contain 

mechanisms for secure operation. 
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3.3 Interaction of Compoaents 
This section describes the interaction of  the mobile web browser support system and îhe 

mobility framework using a simple scenario. 

At the highest level, an implementation of this architecture would operate in the 

following way. A mobile unit on which the mobile web browser support system is 

installed encounters a foreign network (e.g. user migrates to a new location that contains 

a wireless network connection) that supports the mobility framework The unit connects 

to the network using the mobility s e ~ c e  provided by the mobility framework. A user 

starts the MU agent on the mobile unit and then initiates a web browsing session. 

Requests from the web browser are passed to the MU agent, which first checks if it has 

aiready dispatched a FU agent to the foreign network If it bas, the request is forwarded to 

the FU agent and MU agent processing halts. I f  a FU agent has not been dispatched, the 

MU agent attempts to discover the location of an execution environment for mobile 

agents on the foreign network, using the service location facilities provided by the 

mobility framework In the event that no agent system is discovered on the foreign 

network, the MW agent may either use a direct connection to satise the request, or 

indicate to the user that the request cannot be satisfied fthis decision is irnplernentation 

de pendent). 

if an agent system is discovered on the foreign network, the MU agent dispatches 

the FU agent to the agent system. The FU agent sen& a handshake message to the MU 

agent once it arrives at the agent system and begins execution. At this point, the system 

has evolved into a client/intercept/server architecture, similar to those described eartier 

[Baq95, Hou96, Li1953. The operation of the system proceeds as any 

client!intercept/server architecture would, whereby the MU agent fonvards requests from 

the web browser to the FU agent for processing. The FU agent handles the request, 

contacting a web server to retrieve the requested entity and transrnitting the entity back to 

the MU agent after the entity has been retrieved Once the MU agent receives the entity 

from the FU agent, it forwards the entity to the browser. Since the FU and MU agents 

have complete control over the format and type of information that flows across the 

wireless link at the application layer, they are abte to perfonn various operations to try 

and optimize the efficiency of the transmissions. 
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This scenario demonstrates how the services provided by the mobility framework 

are used within the architecture to set up a proprietary communications channel across 

the wireless link from the mobile unit to the foreign network via the MU agent and the 

FU agent. 

3.4 Cornparison with Related Architectures 
Before comparing this architecture to othen, it is helpful to identify a taxonomy of 

existing architectures, and to classi@ the other systems within this taxonomy. In general, 

the architectures presented in Section 2.4 to optimize web browsing within mobile 

computing environrnents share a comrnon feature; they make use of a proxy to assist their 

optimizations. The number and location of the proxies can be used to classi@ these 

architectures. The taxonomy consists of the following classifications: Single proxy 

architectures where the proxy resides on the mobile unit, single proxy architectures where 

the proxy resides on the fixed unit, two proxy architectures which place a proxy on both 

the mobile and fixed units, and dynarnic two proxy architectures. 

Single proxy architectures where the proxy resides on the mobile unit (Figure 3.3) 

are the least flexible of all. An example of such an architecture is presented by Schilit et 

al. [Sch96]. These architectures are limited in the optirnizations they rnay employ, since 

they have no couterpart operating on the fixed network It is impossible for them to 

actually change the fidelity of data transmitted across the wireless link or to perform any 

optimizations on the data itself This type of architecture cannot directly overcome the 

probIems presented by wireless networks. It is limited to optimizations concerning 

disconnected operation, cost monitoring and so forth. These optimizations can ody 

prevent the user fiom performing costly operations They can do nothing to alleviate the 

cost itself. Thus, they avoid the problems presented by wireless networks rather than 

solving them. In cases where this avoidance is undesirable or unacceptable, the problems 

wiIi stil l be present and no solution will exist. The biggest advantage of this architecture 

is that it places no reliance on the existence of a wired side wmponent; hence it can be 

used effectively in any mobile computing environment. 
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Single proxy architectures where the proxy is resident on a fixed unit (Figure 3.4) 

are capable of performing application layer optimizations that overcome some of the 

limitations of wireless networks. An example of this type of architecture is Mowser 

[Jos99]. Since the proxy is resident on the fixed network, it is able to change the fidelity 

of data before it is transmitted to the mobile client. Possible optimizations include 

changing the color and/or size of images, dropping h m e s  from movies or disconnected 

operation. However the optimizations will be one way only. Data flowing from the 

mobile unit to the fixed unit will not be optimized in any fashion. Furthemore, certain 

optimizations that require a counterpart executing on the mobile unit will not be possible. 

The most notable optirnization with this requirement is compression, which necessitates a 

corresponding proxy on the mobile unit to uncornpress any compressed data tiom the 

fixed unit. The main disadvantage present in this architecture is that the mobile unit must 

rely on the existence of a proxy in the fixed network with which it is cornrnunicating. 

Since the proxy is a proprietary piece of software, the assumption that it will exist on any 

given network is not valid. This is a problem because the user is mobile and could 

interact with any number of different networks, some of which may have the proxy 

installed and othen that rnay not. So the optimizations will only be realized on certain 
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networks, unless the mobile unit is able to access the proxy remotely. Further, remote 

access introduces additional problems of sfalability (a single proxy used for potentially 

many mobile users) and latency (al1 data passes through the proxy, which is not located 

on the local network providing comectivity to the mobile unit). 

Figiire 3 4  - Singk Pmry Arrbitccturt, h s y  an Fud Unit 

Two proxy architectures (also referred to as client/intercept/server architectures, 

recall Figure 2.3) offer more flexible optimizations than either of the single proxy 

architectures. Since a proxy is r e d e n t  on both the mobile unit and a fixed unit, these 

architectures are able to support any of the optimizations possible in either of the 

previous two architectures. To implernent an optimization from a single proxy 

architecture using a two proxy architecture, simply implement the optimization in the 

appropriate proxy (on the fixed or mobile unit) and ignore the second proxy. 

Additionally, two proxy architectures enable more complex optimizations, such as 

differencing or compression, which require a proxy at either end of the wireless link. 

Similar to the single proxy architecture that places the proxy on the fixed unit, this 

architecture suffers fiom a reliance on a wired side wmponent, thereby lirniting the 

potential for optimizations when the user moves across various networks. 

The final architecture in the taxonomy is the one described in this thesis, a 

dynamic two proxy architecture (Figure 3.2). in this case, the proxy on the fixed unit is 
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actually dispatched by the mobile unit. Hence, the two proxy architecture may be 

dynamically deployed on any mobile computing environment that supports the mobility 

framework. The main drawback of the two proxy architecture, a reliance on a wired side 

proxy, is replaced by a reliance on a framework that can be implemented with existing 

Internet protocols. Furthemore, the benefits fiom a two proxy architecture can still be 

realized. The system presented by Zenel [Zen991 also made use of a dynamic proxy 

architecture but did not take into account the necessary mobility fiamework for deploying 

a proxy ont0 a fixed network. Rather than working within the existing lntemet 

arc hi tecture, his system Pen991 required changes be made to existing protocols (most 

notably Mobile IP) to be effective. Such a reliance on propnetary protocols yields the 

same probtems as a reliance on a wired side component in that it limits the mobility to 

networks that support those propnetary protocols. 

It is interesting to note the similarity between the architecture presented here and 

the active networks architecture of  Calvert et al. [Cai98]. Effectively the MU Agent is 

injecting a form of intelligence (via the FU Agent) into the network to change the 

behavior of the network across the wireless communications link (by optimizing the 

transmissions). However the active network architecture is primwil y concerned with 

optimizing network layer protocols (e-g. dynamically adding new protocols to a network) 

and routing by changing the behavior of network routers. It is not as suitable for 

performing optimizations at the application layer (e-g. optimizing HTTP, an application 

layer protocol) because routers do not have access to the application layer data. Routers 

work with packets that encapsulate the application data. Furthemore, the active network 

approach ". .. proposes that the internet sewice mode1 be replaced with a new architecture 

in which the network as a whole becornes a fully programmable computational 

environment" [Ami98]. Conversely, the architecture described in this thesis fits within 

the existing Intemet infrastructure. 

There is also a degree of similanty between this architecture and the active 

service framework discussed by Arnir et ol. [Ami98]. The active service framework has 

identified the need for services similar to those provided by the mobility h e w o r k .  in 

particular, their service environment corresponds to an agent system and their service 

location mechanism corresponds to service dimvery. They have no dual to the mobility 
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service (providing co~ectivity to mobile nodes), since the active service framework was 

not designed for use in mobile computing environments. Moreover, the active seMce 

framework effectively deploys a single proxy into a network, since it makes no 

provisions for a correspondhg proxy operating on the client. Hence the optimizations 

that can be achieved are limited to those possible in a single proxy architecture. It should 

be noted though, that the active service framework architecture does support composition 

of services, which could potentially offer other optimizations. However, this feature is 

still under development [Ami98]. 

It is likewise interesting to compare the mobility framework described here to the 

tecttnical requirements for fixed networks outlined by Hodes & Katz I[Hod99]. 

Specifically [Hodg91 requires fixed networks provide support for device mobility, 

network accessible controllable objects, underlying service dixovel architecture, and 

mapping between expurteci and device controlled interfaces. The first three requirements 

can be mapped directly to the mobiiity framework. Device mobility is identical to the 

mobility support requirement of the framework- Network accessible controllable objects 

can be generaiized to a set of services that the network provides. The agent system in the 

framework is then just an instance of one such service. Furthermore, to facilitate agent 

system discovery, the mobility framework also relies on an undetlyïng service discovery 

architecture provided by the network There is no dual to the mapping of interfaces, as 

this requirement is more specific to the architecture presented by Hodes & Katz [Hod99], 

which focuses on the remote control of hardware device type services. However the basic 

requirements imposed by both fiameworks can be viewed as equivalent, where Hodes & 

Katz P d 9 9 1  is a more general case of the specific requirements imposed by the mobility 

framework. 

3.5 Advantages 
Several benefits of this thesis' architecture are noteworthy. The wired side proxy in this 

architecture (the FU agent) no longer represents a single point of failure for the system 

because another proxy can be dispatched into the network in the event that the first proxy 

fails. The proxy will aiways be close to the mobile unit (because it is dispatched into the 

network with which the mobile unit is communicating), thereby providing a more direct 



route for data rather than using a proxy installed on a remote network Furthetmore, 

flexible deployment of the proxy is permitted In those instances wbere a FU agent 

(proxy) is not required on the tixed network (e-g. the mobile unit is docked to a fixed 

network and communicating via an Ethernet interface), the MU agent can simply chwse 

to not dispatch the RJ agent and employ regular HTTP connections to satisfl the web 

page requests. Only a slight performance penalty will be paid, resulting fiom the 

indirection of passing requests through the MU agent instead of directly to the web 

server. The reliance of other systems on a wired side component begs the question: is the 

proxy always accessible? What if the network the user is accessing is in isolation (Le. a 

corporate intranet not comected to the Iarger intenet), or protected by a firewall? Some 

firewalls will block a proprietary protocol co~ect ion  to a proxy outside the firewall 

(since some tirewalls are contiguteci to support only certain protocols, HTTP for 

exarnple, and connections using unsupported protocols are blocked) [Cha95]. By 

dispatching the proxy into the fmed network, the proprietaq channel is established inside 

the firewall and al1 communications through the firewall rely on standard protocols that 

are li kely to be allowed to pass (e.g. HTTP). A dedicated wired side proxy that resides on 

a fixed host somewhere within the network is not flexible enough to handle these 

situations. Finally, the architecture presented here permits implementation with existing 

Internet protocols. Although the end system approach advocated by other systems (e-g. 

Mowser [Jos99] suggests end systems cm provide mobile users with different content 

than fixed usen) is ceriainly effective, it is dificult to deploy such a system within the 

Intemet since there is a significant installed base of web servers that would have to be 

changed. Given the volume of existing servers, such a scheme is not necessady practical. 



Chapter 4 

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter describes the ÜnpIementation of a prototype mobile web browser support 

system based on the architecture discussed in Chapter 3. The prototype was developed to 

assess the feasibility of the architecture. A performance analysis is not included as such 

an analysis would be reflective of the performance of the specific operations employed 

for optimization. This thesis presents no new optimizations, but instead a mechanism by 

which to deploy a system the permits optimizing operations at the application layer. The 

prototype was developed to assess the behavior of this architecture, not the performance. 

Each of the two architectural wmponents presented earlier is exarnined again with 

respect to the specific implementation of the prototype (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). 

Implementation issues arising fiom the architecture are also discussed (Section 4-4) and 

the prototype is compared with implementations of similar systems (Section 4.5). The 

prototype operation proceeds exactly as outlined in Section 3.3. 

4.1 System Hardware 
The prototype system was designed for operation in IP networks only. It was 

implemented on a Windows NT network (see Figure 4.1) consisting of one fixed unit and 

one mobile unit. The fixed unit (peppertree) is a typical desktop computer with a Pentium 

(266 Mhz) processor and 64 Megs RAM running Windows NT. The mobile unit 

(mosqurto) is an IBM ThinkPad (133Mhz) laptop with 32 megs of RAM ninning 

Windows 95. Communications between pepperree and mosquito takes place using 

Lucent WaveLAN wireless network car& (one is installed in both pepperree and 

rnosquifo) via radio waves operating at 2.4 GHr. WaveLAN supports data transfer rates 

of up to around 2 Mbps and ranges of approximately 250 meters [Luc98]. A TCPDP 



protocol stack is used on top of the wireless interface for addressing and data 

transmission. Peppertree bas a statically configured iP address and is set up to act as a 

DHCP server for a local ïP subnet. Mosquito obtains its IP address dynamically through 

pepperiree using DHCP (for more information on this, see Mobility support Section 

4.2.1 ). 
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4.2 Mobility Framework 
As discussed in Section 3.2, the mobility fiamework refers to the services that must be 

provided by a foreign network to support an implementation of the architecture described 

in this thesis. These services include support for mobility, a mobile agent system, and 

some means of agent system discovery. The following sections describe how the services 

comprising the mobility framework were implemented on the test network to support the 

prototype mobile web browser. It is important to note that each of these services was 

implemented using existing Intemet protocols. Hence, the architecture proposed in 

Chapter 3 does not require any extensions to the existing Internet protocols. 



4.2.1 Mobility Support 
Mobil ity support refers to the ability of a foreign network to offer network comectivity to 

visiting nodes. in the case of the test network described in Section 4.1, this amounts to 

requiring that the fied unit W p e r t r e e )  provide visiting mobile units (mosquiîo) with a 

valid lF address for the subnet in which the fixed unit is wnfigured There are two 

options (recall Section 2.2) for doing this: Mobile IP and DHCP. DHCP is selected 

because it is simpler to set up and configure. Furthemore, DHCP c m  be installed within 

the confines of the local subnet used by the test network. Mobile lP requires that another 

subnet be involved (since the mobile unit would require a home network in addition to 

the foreign network that the test network provides). For the purposes of the architecture 

presented here either solution is acceptable. DHCP is chosen because it is the simplest 

and most readily available. 

DHCP is provided on the test network by installing the Microsofi DHCP server 

on peppertree. The server was configured to respond to any DHCP requests that arrived 

on the wireless network interface (i-e. requests that corne fiom mobile uni& wishing to 

connect to the network) offering iP addresses on the local subnet. Mosquito (the mobile 

unit) was configured to obtain an iP address dynamicaily using DHCP (via the windows 

DHCP client). When mosquito boots up within range of peppertree, i t obtains a va[ id iP 

address that allows it to communkate with the network. This simulates the entry of a 

mobile unit into a foreign network. The mobile unit obtains an IP aàdress so that it may 

communicate with the foreign network but has no other a prrori knowledge of the 

network 

The main drawback of this approach is security (which is a problem with DHCP 

in general Pro931). To provide network access to any visiting mobile units, the DHCP 

server \vas configured to service any DHCP request that it received fiom the wireless 

subnet (Le. any DHCP request that arrives on the wireless Network Interface Card). This 

is a major security hazard, since any mobile unit with a wireless MC and a DHCP client 

installed could access the network, even if the mobile unit is not authonzed to do so. 

DHCP provides no easy solutions to this short of configuring the DHCP server with the 

MAC addresses of al1 mobile units that couid potentially communicate with the server. 

Such a solution is acceptable, but dificult to administer since al1 legal MAC addresses 



must be accounted for (Pe1-951. This prototype implementation did not deal with the 

securi ty issues arising here. 

4.2.2 Mobile Agent System 
The mobile agent system is responsible for providing an execution environment on the 

foreign network for the mobile RI agent. The type of mobile agent system chosen places 

constraints on the FU agent itself, which m u t  be implemented as an agent that is 

supported by the agent system type. For example, if the FU agent is implemented as an 

aglet (a mobile agent in DM'S Aglets system) then the FU agent may only execute 

within an aglets semer (the Aglets execution environment). The FU agent will not be 

compatible with other mobile agent systems. Although mobile agent systems are moving 

towards interoperability [Obj97J, it has not yet k e n  r e a l i z d  Hence, for the purposes of 

this prototype, the FU agent mut  be a panicular agent type and will only work on an 

agent system corresponcîing to that type. 

In this prototype implementation, the mobile agent system employed was IBM7s 

Aglets system. The Aglets system is similar to other mobile agent systems described in 

Section 2.3. It was selected because it provided the features necessary to effectively 

implement the prototype. The Aglets system is irnplemented in Java. Java was a 

requirement, since the mobility h e w o r k  must be portable to any foreign network and 

Java is widely supported on many different platforms. The APT provided by the Aglets 

developrnent environment was also well suited for this prototype. It allows a mobile 

agent to be dispatched from a computer that does not host an agent system of its own. It 

must be possible to dispatch the FU agent from a mobile unit that is not m i n g  its own 

copy of the execution environment (as such a copy would be an unnecessary burden on 

the resources of the mobile unit). Ofien, mobile agents are dispatched fiom one agent 

system (execution environrnent) to another, using the functionality provided by the agent 

system to perform the actual dispatch operation. This approach was not an acceptable 

solution for this irnplementation because of resource constraints irnposed by the mobile 

unit. As suc h, the agent system employed m u t  provide a mechanisrn to dispatch a mobile 

agent to an execution environment on a foreign network fiom a host that is not running a 



similar environment. The Aglets agent system provides such a mechanism through its 

client APL 

The Aglets system contains a developrnent kit (including an API and the 

necessary implementaîion framework) for constructing aglets (mobile agents in the 

AgIets system) and a ready-made aglets server (agent system) called Tahiti [Ibm98]. 

Tahiti is an application program that provides a place for aglets to execute. It also offers 

aglet management services ( e g  the ability to create new aglets, etc) as well as the ability 

to gan t  aglets access privileges for various resources on the host on which it is executing. 

In the prototype, the FU agent was implemented as an aglet, so that it would be 

esecutable within an aglets server. The Tahiti server was installed on peppertree (the 

fixed unit in the test network) as a part of the mobility fiamework, to satisfy the agent 

system reqüirernent. Using the Aglets client API, the MU agent is able to dispatch the FU 

agent to the Tahiti semer, where it may execute as a Java program with restricted access 

to local resources (similar to an applet in a web browser). 

4.2.3 Agent System Diseovery 
Agent system discovery refers to the method by which the MU agent is able to determine 

the location of the execution environment for the FU agent (here the Tahiti Aglets server) 

on a foreign network. Using DHCP, the mobile unit is able to connect to the foreign 

network but the mobile unit has no knowledge about the location of  seMces provided by 

the network. Specifically, the MU agent on the mobile unit does not know the location of 

the mobile agent system (if one even exists). The agent system discovery mechanism 

adopted for this prototype implementation was SLP. SLP (see Section 2.2.4.2) supports 

dynamic service discovery on a network where a node does not know the network 

configuration in advance ( e g  SLP may be used to determine the location of a printer). 

By modeling the agent system as just another service that a mobile unit could potentially 

access, agent system discovery arises as a natural consequence of the operation of SLP. 

This makes SLP well suited to the task of agent system discovery. 

Each service advertised by SLP has a service: URL that is defined using a seMce 

template (see RFC 2609 [Gut99] for information on service templates). These templates 

specitj. the attributes of the seMce and the syntax for descnbing the location of the 



service. To mode1 a mobile agent system as a service, a senice template must be 

constnicted describing the service. 'Co this end, two different service templates defining a 

mobile agent system service were drafied (see Appendix A for the actual templates). The 

first template defines an abstract agent system service type called x-ugentsystem. Abstract 

service types are generic in the sense that they define a type of service (here agent 

system) but do not s p i @  which protocol to use when accessing the service. An absbact 

service type was used initially because there are many different agent systems available 

and each could (and most li kely does) use a different wmmunications protocol. The "x" 

in the name indicates that the senice type is experimentai. The second service template 

descnbes a concrete seMce ~ r p e  for the aglets agent system (actually, al1 agent systems 

using the agent transfer protocol) called x-ugentsystem:atp. This template indicates how 

to access an agent system service using the agent transfer protocol (ATP). It defines the 

location syntax for agent systems employing the ATP protocol for agent transfer and 

communication. The service: URLs used in the prototype to indicate the location of the 

Tahiti aglets server are based on the x-agentsystem:atp template. Both s e ~ c e  types (x- 

ugentsysiern and x-agenrsystern:atp) were defined under a local naming authority, 

indicating that they are local to this particular implementation (since they are not 

standardized). Furthemore, these templates are minimal in the sense that they do not 

speciQ any additional aîtributes for agent systems other than location syntax (which was 

required for this prototype). The templates could (and should) speci@ a number of 

attributes that could be used when detemining whether a particular agent systern is 

suitable or not. For example, attributes could be used to query the access privileges 

granted to mobile agents by a particular agent system. A mobile agent may not wish to be 

dispatched if the destination agent system does not offer certain privileges that are 

required by the agent. 

In addition to seMce templates for an agent system, an implementation of SLP 

was also required. For the prototype, a minimal implementation of SLP was constructed 

using Java. The implementation provides no support for directory agents or service 

requests that query attributes of a service. M y  basic seMce advertisement through 

service agents and seMce discovery via user agents is supported. The implementation 

consists of two components: the SLP framework and the SLP APL The SLP fiamework 



provides the actual implementation of the SLP protocol, as specified in RFC 2608 

[Gut99b]. It is capable of both advertising seMces (providing s e ~ c e  agent fùnctionality) 

and querying senices (providing user agent functionality). The SLP h e w o r k  is 

accessed through the SLP APL The API implemented here corresponds to the 

standardized Java APï for SLP defined in RFC 26 14 Kem991. The purpose of the API is 

to abstract the details of the SLP framework implementation. The API isolates the design 

decisions of this SLP implementation from the applications accessing the 

irnplementation. in this manner, the implementation of SLP may be changed without 

requinng changes to applications using SLP since the applications access SLP through 

the standardized API. 

To provide agent system discovery (part of the mobility fkmework) on the 

foreign network using the SLP implementation described above, two additional 

components were constructed: 

A senice agent to advertise the agent system service on the foreign network. 

A user agent to query the location of the agent system. 

The seMce agent is an independent application process that uses the SLP 

h e w o r k  via the SLP API to advertise the Tahiti agent system. The senice agent was 

installed on peppertree so that the mobile unit would be able to determine the location of 

the agent system. The user agent functionality was incorporated into the MU agent, 

which uses the SLP framework to determine the location of the agent system before 

dispatching the FU agent. It is important to note that both the seMce agent and MU agent 

(user agent) only access the SLP framework through the SLP API. The SLP framework 

implemented for this prototype is not complete (it is only a minimal implementation). By 

using the SLP API, it is a simple rnatter to replace the SLP fiamework used here with a 

cornplete implementation if one becornes available, without requiring any changes to the 

MU agent or agent system service agent. 

The interaction of the components used to provide service discovery in this 

prototype is shown in Figure 4.2. The senice agent, executing on peppertree, uses the 

SLP API to register a service: URL (based on the x-agentsystem:a?p template) describing 

the location of the Tahiti agent system with the SLP framework. The framework will now 

advertise the service on behalf of the seMce agent. Specifically, it will respond to any 
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SLP queries for services of either type x-agentsystem or x-agentsystem:atp with the 

service: LJRL registered by the service agent ( indidng the location of the Tahiti server). 

The MU agent uses the API to query the location of a seMce of type x-agentsystem:atp 

(which is the type of agent system required to host the FU agent) through the SLP 

fkmework. The framework multicasts senice request packets on the local subnet 

requesting a senice of type x-agentsystern:atp. When the framework executing on 

pepperrree receives such a seMce request, it will respond with a senice reply packet 

containing the service: UFU (indicating the location of the Tahiti aglets server) registered 

by the agent system s e ~ c e  agent. This service reply will be received by the fiamework 

on mosquito and returned to the MU agent. The MU agent can extract location 

information fiom the service: URL contained in the senice reply message (using 

additional methods provided by the AH) and dispatch the RI agent to the Tahiti aglets 

server on peppertree. In the event that no service agent is running on peppertree to 

advertise the agent system service, the SLP framework on peppertree will not respond to 

SLP queries h the mobile unit requesting a seMce of type x-agentsystem:atp. 

Eventually the framework on tnosquiro will time out and will inform the MU agent that 

no compatible agent system is available on the foreign network In this case the FU agent 

will not be dispatched. 
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4.3 Mobile Web Browser Support System 
This section describes the mobile web browser support system developed for 

62 

the 

prototype. The support system was written entirely in the Java programming language, 

chosen for its platform independence so that the FU agent would be portable to a wide 

variety of foreign networks. The benefits of Java as a language for mobile code have k e n  

weli documented [Won99, Tho97j. Ln the following sections, the various cornponents of 

the support systern will be examined in detail. 

4.3.1 MU Agent 

4.3.1.1 Modules 
The MU Agent consists of several modules (see Figure 4.3). 
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Browser Request Dispatch Thread - The browser request dispatch thread is responsible 

for accepting requests from the web browser and starting browser connection threads to 

handle the requests. 

Browser Connection Thread - The browser cormection threads are responsible for 

processing the requests received from the web browser. Processing involves checking the 

MU cache to see if a cached copy of the requested entity exists and retuming the cached 

entity to the browser if it does. If the entity is not in the cache, the browser connection 

thread forwards the request to a FU agent (if one exists), or uses a direct connection to 

handle the request. Note that the browser connection thread will attempt to start a new FU 

agent if one does not exist. 

MU Cache - The MU cache stores cached copies of information retrieved by the RI 

Agent. Entities in the cache are kept consistent by storing a time to live value with each 
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entity. Any time an entity is retrieved fiom the cache, its time to live value is checked to 

ensure that the entity has not expired. If an entity has expired, it is removed fiom the 

cache. There is no size limit placed on the cache, and currently no replacement policy has 

been implemented. However, the cache is not persistent and is cleared each time the MU 

Agent is restarted. 

FU Response Dispatch Thread - The FU response dispatch thread is responsible for 

accepting responses from the FU agent' and initiating FU co~ection threads to hancile 

the processing of the responses. 

FU Connection Thsead - The FU Connection threads are responsible for handling 

communications fiom the FU agent to the MU agent. They read responses to web page 

requests sent to the FU agent, wrîte the responses to the MU cache and forward them to 

the web browser. The FU Connection threads also assist in the setup and teardown of the 

connection between the MU agent and the FU agent. 

Direct Connection Manager - The direct connection manager module uses the H'ITP 

protocol to establish direct connections to web servers to retrieve entities requested by the 

web browser. These direct connections are fallback measures that are used in cases where 

a network co~ection is available to the MU agent but a N agent cannot be started (e-g. 

because the foreign network does not support the mobility fiamework). 

Socket Manager - The soçket manager is used to maintain open connections fiom the 

web browser to the MU agent. Every socket from the web browser to the MU agent 

containing a request that is fowarded to the FU agent is saved. M e n  a response to the 

request is received tiom the FU agent, the socket can be retrieved fiom the socket 

manager and used to transmit the response to the browser. It is necessary to save the 

socket connections since web browsers do not support asynchronous responses. The web 

browser expects to reçeive a response on the same socket that was used to transmit the 

request. Hence, the socket must be saved. 

I In Figure 4.3 interactions h e m  i n t e d  MU agent components and extenial processes (the web 
browser and the FU agent) are represmted by single arrows between tbe MU agent and the processes 
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FU Agent Manager - The FU agent manager is responsible for dispatching Fü agents 

into a foreign network and monitoring the FU agent state. 

Texi Decompression Utility - The text decompression utility is responsible for 

decompressing text that has been compressed by the ïü agent before transmission. Refer 

to Section 4.3.3's optimizations for more details. 

4.3.1.2 MU Agent Subsystems 
Several subsystems exist that operate on behalf of the MU Agent These subsystems are 

implemented as daemon threads that teminate whenever the MU Agent terminates. 

43.1.2.1 Event Agent Subsystem 
The event agent subsystem is responsible for monitoring the communications link quality 

between the mobile unit and the fixed unit. It detects changes in link quality (including 

disconnections) and informs both the MU and FU agents so they may adjust their 

processing accordingly. The mobile web browser support system prototype contains two 

implementations of the event agent subsystem: the event ugent and the ment agent 

sirn uIutor. 

The event agent is capable of monitoring the communications link quality in real 

time. It operates in conjunction with a program called WaveMANAGER (which 

accompanies the WaveLAN network card used for the wireless comection). The 

WaveMANAGER program is configured to perfonn a link test (Le. test the quality of the 

communications link) with the fixed unit every 100 seconds, and the results of these tests 

are wt-itten to a log file. The test results wntain information about the communications 

link including the current link quality (good, acceptable, poor or no comection) and more 

detailed information such as signal strength and signal to noise ratio. 

At regular intervals, the Event Agent reads this log file ana searches for the most 

recent link quality indicator (good, acceptable, poor or no connection). The event agent 

compares this indicator with the link quality it has stored (i-e. the previous link quality 

read last time the log file was checked). If the link quality has changea the event agent 

sends a message to the FU agent (assurning a comection is available), providing it with 

the new link quality. The event agent also informs the MU agent about the change. After 
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reading the log file, the event agent deletes it to prevent the file from growing indef~tely 

and to reduce the arnount of log data that must be searcheci the next tirne the file is read 

The event agent implementation used here is clearly not suitable for use with 

foreign networks, since it requires manual configuration of the WaveMANAGER 

program and knowledge of the foreign network. However, the event agent is only specific 

to the optimizations used in this prototype. It is not a part of the architecture defined in 

Chapter 3 and hence does not affect the flexibility of the system. The event agent was 

included in this implernentation to expriment with environment aware adaptation- 

For testing purposes, a second complete implementation of the event agent 

subsystem was developed: the event agent simulator. The event agent simulator works in 

the same fashion as the event agent but reads the link quality fiom special scenario files 

instead of from the WaveMANAGER log file. These scenario files contain lines 

formatted as: 

"link quality", duration 

where the link quality is one of good, acceptable, poor or no connection and the duration 

specifies a period of time for which the Iink quality is valid For example, consider the 

following excerpt from a file: 

"good, 1 O0 

"poor", 10 

"good", 90 

This excerpt is interpreted in the following way. The link quality is good for 100 seconds, 

after which it changes to poor. It remains poor for 10 seconds, and then becomes good 

again for another 90 seconds. 

As with the event agent, the event agent simulator notifies both the FU Agent and 

MU agent whenever the link quality changes. The simulator allows complete user control 

over the link quality, which is useful when testing certain optimizations that were 

ernployed. 

4.3.1.2.2 Agent Transfer Protocol (ATP) Subsystem 
ATP [Lm971 is an application layer protocol developed for transferring mobile agents 

between agent systems. The protocol is used by DM'S Aglets agent system to retrieve 



code for a mobile agent fiom a remote location. It specifies two different message types: 

request and response. Request messages are used to dispatch agents, retract agents. send 

messages to agents, and fetch the classes required to execute an agent. Response 

messages are sent d e r  processing a request message and contain the requested 

information and a status code [Lan97j. 

The ATP subsystem is run on the mobile unit as a part of the MU agent to handle 

requests for the FU agent class files (the source code required to execute the FU agent). 

The subsystem, irnplemented as the ATP daemon, handles only the minimal subset of the 

ATP protocol necessary for transferring the FU agent class files to an agent system 

running on the foreign network Specifically, the daemon is oniy capable of sewicing 

FETCH request methods Ban971 (which request class files) for the FUAgentjar file that 

contains the class files used for the FU Agent. Any FETCH rnethods for other class files 

will result in a response message with an error code of 301 (FORBIDDEN). Al1 other 

types of request methods (DISPATCH, RETRACT and MESSAGE) are handled by 

retuniing a response with a 40 1 (NOT IMPLEMENTED) status code. in this rnanner, the 

ATP daemon is able to respnd to any ATP requests that it receives with a valid ATP 

response message. 

The ATP daemon operates in the fotlowing way. It listens on port 434 (reserved 

for mobile agents b 9 7 ]  and used by ATP) for messages encoded using the ATP 

protocol. Once it receives an ATP request message, it checks the request type. If the type 

is not FETCH, a response message with a 401 status code is retumed. If the type of 

request is FETCH, the file path indicating the requested file is examined. Any files other 

than FUAgent-jar resuit in a response message with a 301 status code. The teason for this 

is secunty. The MU Agent does not want to open up the filesystem of the mobile unit to 

outsiders through the ATP daemon. Hence, only the class files that implement the FU 

agent are accessible via an ATP FETCH request. If the requested file is RIAgent-jar (as 

will most often be the case, since it is unlikely that the mobile unit will receive any 

unsolicited ATP request messages), the file is returned in a valid response message with a 

100 (OKAY) status code. 

IBM's Aglets twlkit actually provides objects that implement the functionality of 

the ATP daemon. However, these objects did not work properly in Aglets version 1.0.3, 



which was used in this implementation. A f u m e  implementation might want to look at 

replacing the ATP daemon with some of the AgIet Semer classes that implement the ATP 

functionality. One benefit of using a propnetary daemon is that finer grained control is 

provided over security (as seen above, where control over the FETCH method is exerted 

at the file level). 

4.3.1.3 User Interface 
User interaction with the MU agent is handled through the web browser via special pages 

that can be loaded in response to predetennined URLs. Currentiy the only control the 

user has over the MU agent is the settings of the user profile. A user profile is resident on 

each mobile unit and is made available to the MU agent and the FU agent. B a d  on the 

user profile settings and the communications link q d i t y  certain optimizations are 

performed by the FU agent to reduce the number of bytes tnuisrnitted across the wireless 

portion of the network. The user profile page is accessible to users by entering the URL 

http://profiles in the web browser. This special URL is trapped by the MU agent, which 

retums the profiles web page (See Figure 4.4). The profiles web page contains an HTML 

form interface that can be used to manipulate the user profile settings. Similar to the 

request for http://profiles, the MU agent traps the HTTT POST method invoked by 

submitting the form. The MU agent then extracts the profile settings, saves them and 

transmits them to the FU Agent. The fwictionality of the user profile is explored further 

in Section 4.3.3.2. 
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4.3.1.4 Operation 
There are three major operations that the MU Agent is capable of handling. Together, 

these operations comprise the functionality provided by the MU agent. 

4.3.1.4.1 Handling a Request from the Web Browser 
The browser request dispatch thread listens on port 7000~ (see communication, Section 

4.3.4) for HTTP requests fiom the web browser. Whenever a request is received, a 

browser connection thread is created to handle the request. The browser connection 

thread reads the request header information to determine the URL of the requested entity. 

Processing now depends on the value of this URL. 

2 Port numbers are arbitrary. 



The thread first checks if the URL corresponds to one of the predefined user 

interface URLs. That is, the thread checks if the URL is a request for the page 

http:/!profiles or a POST message €tom the profile web page. In the case of a request for 

the user profile web page, the current profile settings are read in fiom a disk file and used 

to update the profile page. The page is then transmitted to the web browser and the thread 

halts execution. For a profile POST message, the new profile settings are extracted fiom 

the message and wntten to a disk file (profiles are persistent over different sessions of the 

MU agent). Following this the profile sethngs are transmitted to the FU agent, if one 

exists. Note that the arrivai of new profile settings will never initiate the dispatch of a FU 

agent (since a change in profile settings does not require any processing by the RI agent). 

As with a profile page request, the browser comection thread terminates afier handling a 

profile POST message- 

If the requested URL fiom the web browser does not correspond to a user 

interface WU, the MU cache is searched to see if it contains the requested entity. On a 

cache hit (Le. the requested encity is in the cache and has not expired) the entity is read 

from the cache, transmitted to the web browser, and the thread tenninates. 

Following a cache miss, the browser connection thread must attempt to retrieve 

the requested entity from a web server. This requires a comection to the foreign network. 

The MU agent checks whether or not the mobile unit has an active network comection 

(by examining a parameter set by the Event Agent). For the purposes of this prototype, 

link quality values were generally simulated by the Event Agent Simulator wmponent 

(although some tests used the WaveLAN link monitor utility to measure the link quality 

dynamically). If there is no network wmection active, a message box indicating the error 

is presented to the user and the thread terminates. If a network connection is available, 

the thread continues to process the request. 

In the case that the requested entity is an image (determined by the file extension), 

the thread checks to see if the refemng page (i-e. the web page that contained the image) 

has been requested from the FU agent. If it has, then the image should be forthcoming 

and the thread terminates. The reasons for this are due to the single request for a web 

page optimization (see Section 4.3.3.4 for further details). If the refemng page has not 

been requested, then the image will never arrive fiom the FU agent. The FU agent 
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prefetches images based on the image URLs contained in the pages requested by the MU 

agent. The MU agent never forwards individual requests for images to the FU agent. 

Hence, if the page which refers to an image has not k e n  requested fiom the FU agent, 

then the FU agent bas no way of obtaining the URL for the image and will never retrieve 

the image. In this case, a direct KITP comection is used to retrieve the image (bypassing 

the FU agent wmpletely). Once the image is retrieved, the thread terminates. 

In the case that the requested entity is not an image, the thread checks whether or 

not a FU agent exists on the foreign network. This check is performed by the FU Agent 

Manager object and is described in Section 4.3.1 -4.3. Essentially the FU Agent Manager 

abstracts the details of dispatching and managing the FU agent on foreign networks. Al1 

the MU agent needs to be concemed with is that the FU Agent Manager will indicate if 

there is an active FU agent on the foreign network or not. Note that it is possible that the 

FU Agent Manager will put the browser comection thread to sleep while it attempts to 

dispatch a new FU agent into the foreign network. 

If there is no Ri agent running on the foreign network (and one could not be 

started), then a direct HTTP comection to the web server is used to satisQ the request 

fiom the web browser (since it is known that the mobile unit has an active network 

connection). A direct comection operates in the same way as a normal HTTP connection 

from the browser to the server with the added indirection that requests are first routed 

through the MU agent. No optimizations are performed. The direct comection retrieves 

the requested entity, transmits it to the web browser, and the thread halts. 

If a RI agent is running on the foreign network, the Hï7"P request is reforrnatted 

using the proprietary protocol (see Section 4.3.3.5) and transmitted to the FU agent The 

socket manager stores the socket fiom the web browser to the MU agent so that it may be 

used later to transmit the response from the FU agent back to the browser. A11 further 

processing associated with the request is handled by the FU Agent, so the browser 

comection thread terminates. 

If at any point an error occurs while communicating with the N agent, the error 

is logged with the FU agent manager. 



4.3.1 A.2 Handling a Response from the FU Agent 
The FU response dispatch thread listens on port 9000 for messages tiom the FU agent 

When a message is received, a FU comection thread is st;irted to process the response. 

There are five different types of messages that the FU agent may transmit. The 

processing associated with each of these messages is described here. 

Case 1 : I f  the Fü connection thread receives a handshake message h m  a FU agent, this 

indicates that the FU agent has started execution. The thread records the port nurnber on 

which the RI agent is listening and the identification nurnber of the FU agent. Both 

values are contained in the handshake message (Section 4.3.2.2). The thread proceeds to 

transmit the current user profile and link quality to the FU agent (which completes the 

handshake process). Following this the thread notifies the N Agent Manager that a FU 

agent has started executing. The manager will also wake up any sleeping browser 

comection threads. 

Case 2: If the FU comection thread receives a message fiom the FU agent indicating that 

the FU agent is shutting down3, the thread notifies the FU Agent Manager that the FU 

agent is no longer active. 

Case 3: If the FU connection thread receives an HTTP entity (usually a web page, 

although other media types such as pdf files or audio files are possible), the thread checks 

the content type of the entity. If the content type is text/html, the thread invokes the text 

decompression utility on the entity to decornpress the text and retrieve the actual web 

page. The thread proceeds to add the entity (uncompressed version for text) to the MU 

Cache (unless the entïty is a response to an HTTP POST request which are not cached). 

Then the thread queries the Soçket Manager to retrieve the web browser connection 

(socket) that was used to initiate the request for this entity. If  an active socket is found 

(Le. the web browser is still waiting for the entity) the thread sen& the entity to the 

browser. If no socket is found or the socket is no longer active, no M e r  processing is 

performed. 

3 See Section 3.3.2.2 for rasons why this would occur 
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Case 4: If the FU comection thread receives a set of images associated with a requested 

web page, it writes each image to the cache. The thread then displays a message box to 

the user, indicating for which page al1 the images have amived. The message box is used 

to noti the user that a page has arrivai and is available in the cache in case the user has 

moved to a different page while waiting for the requested page to load. 

Case 5: If the FU comection thread receives an error message from the FU agent 

indicating that some error occurred on the RI agent while processing a request, the 

thread log the error and checks to see if the socket corresponding to the requested web 

page for which the error occurred is available in the Socket Manager. If the socket is 

available and active the error message is transmitted to the web browser. 

4.3.1.4.3 FU Agent Dispatch 
Dispatch of a FU agent to an agent system on a foreign network always occurs in 

response to a request fiom a web browser. For example, a change in communications link 

quality or to a user profile will not initiate a FU agent dispatch even though changes in 

these values are transmitted to the FU agent if it already exists. The FU agent is never 

dispatched until it is absolutely required. Typically this occurs on the first webpage 

request, which adds some overhead but is necessary to avoid incurring the overhead in 

cases where the system is not used. The alternative approach would have k e n  to always 

dispatch the FU agent when a foreign network is encountered. Such an approach wastes 

bandwidth if the user performs no web browsing on the foreign network 

The FU Agent Manager object handles FU agent dispatch. 1t is responsible for 

keeping track of the current state of the RI agent and managing any erroa that occur 

while communicating with the FU agent. The Ri agent manager associates four different 

States with the FU agent: inactive, transrnitting, active, and not allowed. The inactive 

state means that there is no FU agent active in the foreign network. The trunsmitting state 

indicates that the FU agent manager is currently attempting to dispatch a FU agent to the 

foreign network. An adive  state corresponds to an active RI agent (Le. the RI Agent 

Manager has successfùlly dispatched a FU agent to the foreign network). The net aflowed 

state means that a FU agent cannot be dispatched on the foreign network because either: 

(a) an agent system capable of executing the FU agent cannot be found on the foreign 



network or (b) the nwnber of times the RI agent has been restarted on a particular 

foreign network has crossed a predefined threshold value. Figure 4.5 shows the state 

transition diagram for the N agent manager. 

ath-ork 
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Figure 4.5 - FU Agent Msnager Statt Transition Dugram 

Initially the FU agent manager is in a no wmection state. This state indicates that 

the mobile unit does not have a network connection. As soon as the mobile unit is 

connected to a network (determined by the Event Agent) the RI agent manager 

associates an inactive state with the RI agent. n i e  first time a browser connection thread 

receives a request fiom the web browser, it queries the FU agent manager to see if there 

is an active RI agent on the foreign network. When the query is received. the FU agent 

manager immediately moves to a transmitting state and blocks the browser connection 

thread that issued the query. Any further browser connection threads that query the state 

of the FU agent manager whiie it is in a transmitting state will also be blocked. 



Once in the transmitting state, the FU agent manger tries to locate a compatible 

agent system on the foreign network using SLP via the SLP API (see Section 4.2.3 for 

more details). If an agent system is found, the manager dispatches a ïü agent (with the 

mobile unit host address and a unique FU agent id as parameters) to the agent system and 

then waits for a handshake from the FU agent. The handshake is a notification message 

that will be received by a FU comection thread When the handshake is received, the FU 

connection thread informs the FU agent manager and the manager moves into an active 

state. At this point, it wakes up al1 the sleeping browser wmection threads and informs 

them that there is a FU agent active on the foreign network. Subsequent queries to the FU 

agent manager will immediately indicate that a FU agent is active as long as the FU agent 

manager remains in an active state. 

If no agent system is found on the foreign network, the FU agent manager moves 

to a not allowed state (Le. the current foreign network does not allow FU agents). Ai1 

sleeping browser comection threads are woken up and infonned that there is no FU 

agent, so they will revert to the default direct çomection to satise the web browser 

requests. Subsequent queries to the FU agent manager will resoke to a not allowed 

response as long as the FU agent manager remains in the not allowed state. 

It is important to note that while the FU agent manager is in a transmitting state 

the browser çonnection threads are not put to sleep indefinitely. Rather they have a 

timeout associated with them. If the tirneout expires before the manager wakes them up, 

they will wake themselves up and cause the manager to move to a not allowed state (and 

processing will follow as indicated above). The reason for this is that the dispatch of the 

FU agent ont0 the foreign network rnay encounter problems that cannot be detected by 

the FU agent manager. The dispatch may seem to funetion correctly, but a handshake 

may never be received. In such a case, the browser comection threads should not wait 

indefinitely. The timeout p e n d  was chosen to give the FU agent manager a reasonable 

amount of time to dispatch the FU agent and receive a handshake notification. If the 

timeout expires, it is asswned that for some reason the FU agent is not allowed to execute 

on the foreign network so the FU agent manager is placed in a not allowed state. In the 

case where the timeout expires too early (Le. the FU agent dispatch worked correctly, but 

took an unreasonably long time), the FU agent manager wit 1 move prematurely into a not 
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allowed state. Fortunately, since the dispatch was error fiee, a handshake will be received 

from the FU agent and this handshake will move the manager fiom the not allowed state 

into an active state (and browser comection threads will now be infonned that there is a 

FU agent active). Thus, as long as the dispatch is enor k, there ml1 be no problem. 

Eventual ly requests will go through the FU agent. One other benefit of the timeout is that 

it prevents the latency for a request fiom k i n g  unnecessan.ly high. Once the fint timeout 

expires, direct connections wtll be used to satisw requests until the FU agent is in place 

and transmits a handshake. Therefore, the waiting time for requests d e n  a FU agent is 

dispatched is bounded by the timeout value rather than the actual dispatch time for the 

FU agent. 

Once the EW agent manager is in an active state there are three events that can 

cause it to change its state again. First, if the foreign network with which the mobile unit 

is communicating changes (Le. the mobile unit moves to a new location), the FU agent 

manager will move into an inactive state thereby ailowing the FU agent to be dispatched 

into the new foreign network. Secondly, if the FU agent manager receives a timeout 

notification indicating that the FU agent has timed out and halted execution, the manager 

will also move to an inactive state so another FU agent may be dispatched. Finally, if an 

error occun while the MU agent is communicating with the RI agent, the error will be 

iogged with the FU agent manager and cause the manager to change states. This state 

change depends on how many errors have occurred. The FU agent manager maintains an 

error count and an error threshold that indicates the maximum number of  errors that are 

to be tolerated on a particular foreign network. Each time an enor is logged with the 

manager the error count is incremented. If the wunt is below the threshold value, the 

manager moves into an inactive state. If the count is greater than or equal to the 

threshold, the manager will move into a not allowed state. Effectively this limits the 

number of retransmissions of the FU agent that are allowed for a foreign network. Errors 

can be caused by various extemal factors beyond the control of the system. For example, 

an administrator on the foreign network may decide to terminate the FU agent for several 

reasons. If the FU agent is halted prematurely it may not have a chance to indicate to the 

MU agent that it is k i n g  tenninated. The MU agent will detect the error when it tries to 

communicate with the FU agent and log the error accordingly with the FU agent 



manager. Since there is overhead associated with transrnitting the FU agent, the number 

of transmissions should be Iimited on a particular foreign network The error threshold 

scherne is used to provide this b i t .  For this prototype implementation the threshold 

value of 3 was chosen arbitrarily. 

4.3.2 FU Agent 

4.3.2.1 Modules 
The FU agent is an aglet. It is composed of the modules shown in Figure 4.6 and 

described below. 

Mobile Uni 7 

MU 
Agent 

R u p s t  
Düpatch 
Thrtad i 

F i x d  Unit (FU) 

FU Agent 

1 Manager f 

Compression 
ütiliîy 

A 
A 

Web Scrver 

Compression 

F i i n  4.6 - FU Agent Biock D u p m  

Request Dispatch Thread - The request dispatch thread tistens on a randomly selected 

port (the next section describes why a random port is chosen) for request messages 
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transmitted by the MU agent. When a request is received, the dispatch thread creates a 

handler thread to îake care of the processing assoçiated with the reguest. 

Request Handler Thread - The handler threads perfonn the actual processing associated 

with requests from the MU agent. They are responsible for contacting web servers to 

retrieve requested entities as well as transmitting those entities back to the MU agent. 

Handler threads also manage requests to change the user profile and communications link 

quality settings. 

Profile Manager - The profile manager maintains the current user profile (see Section 

4.3.3.2) and the communications link quality. It exposes the profile settings and link 

quality to al1 the request handler threads so that they may adjust their processing 

accordingl y. 

Image Compression Utility - The FU agent uses the image compression utility module to 

perform image optimizations. In this prototype, the image compression utility is only 

capable of resizïng (cornpressing) image files encoded using the gif or jpeg file formats 

NUI-941. The compression utility is used to make thumbnail sized versions of images 

before they are transmitted. 

Text Compression Utility - The text compression utility is used to compress text entities 

(specifically web pages) before they are m m i t t e d  to the MU agent. Section 4.3.3 

describes these optimizations. 

4.3.2.2 Operation 
Recall Section 4.3.1.4 describes how the MU agent locates an agent system on a foreign 

nehvork and dispatches the FU agent to the agent system. Upon arriving at the agent 

system, the FU agent begins execution by parsing the initialization parameters that it is 

passed. These parameters include a unique identifier for the FU agent and the iP address 

of the MU agent (so that the FU agent knows the location of the mobile unit hosting the 

MU agent with which it is comrnunicating). The FU agent then seIects a port number at 

random on which it will listen for requests fiom the MU agent. The port number is not 

specified in advance because many RJ agents could potentially be executing in a single 



agent system at the same time. Since many operating systerns do not permit more than 

one process to listen on a single port, the port number is chosen at randorn to minimize 

conflicts. 

After the port number is selected, the FU agent sen& a handshake message to the 

MU agent. This message wntains the identifier of the FU agent and the port nurnber on 

which the Fü agent will be listening. At this point, the Fü agent is ready to handle 

requests fiorn the MU agent so it starts the request dispatch thread, which listens to the 

chosen port for requests fiom the MU agent. A tirneout value is also initialized for the RI 

agent. If the timeout p e n d  elapses without any requests fiom the MU agent, the RI 

agent transmits a shutdown notification to the MU agent and terminates. Each time a 

request is received fiom the MU agent, the timeout pend rems itself The timeout was 

included so that FtJ agents cannot execute indefinitety on the foreign network. Since 

disconnections are a h u e n t  occurrence with mobile units, the FU agent cannot 

necessady rely on the MU agent for a notification of when to quit. Hence a tirneout is 

used to ensure the proper shutdown of al1 FU agents. 

The request dispatch thread accepts requests transmitted by the MU agent. When 

a request is received a new request hander thread is starteci. Processing depends on the 

type of request and on the current settings of the user profile and communications link 

quality. In general, there are four types of requests that must be handled and they are 

discussed in the following sections. 

4.3.2.2.1 Update User Profile 
The MU agent transmits an update user profile request whenever the user changes their 

profile settings (Section 4.3.1.4.1). The handler thread reads the new profile settings from 

the request and updates the local profile settings stored by the profile manager so that the 

new profile settings are accessible to al1 handler threads. 

4.3.2.2.2 Update Link Quality 
The Event Agent subsystem transmits an update link quality request whenever it detects a 

change in the quality of the communications Iink between the mobile unit and the fixed 

unit. The handler thread reads the new communications link quality settings fiom the 

request and updates the iocal link quality settings stored by the profile manager. 



4.3.2.2.3 Handle an H T ï P  GET Request 
HTTP GET requests are messages transmitted by the MO agent that request a particular 

HTTP entity (e-g. a web page, a Java class file, etc). They have been refonnatted using 

the proprietary protocoi to include only the necessary information that the Fü agent 

needs to retrieve the entity. The handler thread reads the request and contacts the web 

server (using H ï T P )  to fetch the requested entity. If an error occurs at any point while 

fetching the entity fiom the web server, the handler thread transmits an error message to 

the MU agent and terminates execution. Once the entity has been successfully retrieved 

the handler thread examines the entity content type. Any entity that has a content type 

other than texthtml is simply transmitted back to the MU agent unmodified If the entity 

is of type text/hmil (Le. a web page) processing is more complicated and depends on the 

settings of the profile manager. 

Case 1 : Profile Manager indicates the user is interested in text only 

Since the web page has been retrieved the handler thread has al1 information of interest to 

the user. The web page is compressed using the text compression utility and transmitted 

to the MU agent. No additional processing is required and the thread terminates. 

Case 2: Profile Manager indicates the user is interested in text and images 

Initially the thread compresses the web page and transmits it to the MU agent. This gives 

the user on the mobile unit some immediate feedback because they see the web page 

appear right away. Then the thread parses the web page to retrieve al1 the image tags 

contained in the HTML (these are tags that look like <img src = ...>). A URL is 

constructed for each of the images referenced by the web page. This involves convening 

the relative URLs contained in the web page to absolute LIRLs. Relative URLs provide 

only some of the URL information (like a relative file path), assuming that the 

unspecified parts may be obtained fiom the URL of the web page in which they are 

referenced. Before the thread may retrieve the images fiom the web server these relative 

ü R L s  must be converted to absolute LJRLs, so that the handler thread knows the precise 

location of each of the images. 



Exam ple: Suppose a web page with the URL http~/~~~~cs.umanitobaca/index. html 

contains an image tag <img src = title-@fi. The handler thread will use this information 

to construct the absolute üRL http://www.cs.umanitoba.ca/title.gif to load the image 

from a web server. 

Once al1 of the image URLs have k e n  extracted fiom the web page the images 

are retrieved fiom web servers. Processing again differs here bas4 on the cunent setîings 

in the profile manager. If the profile manager indicates that the link quality is good and/or 

that no image optimizations are to take place, then the images are transmitted together to 

the MU agent and the thread terminates. However, if the profile manager indicates that 

the 1 ink quality is poor and that images may be compressed, then the image compression 

utility is invoked on each of the images. The image compression utility is only effective 

on images encoded using the gif or jpeg image file formats. It takes an image and reduces 

it in size (makes a thumbnail of the image) to decrease the nurnber of bytes used to 

encode the image. Once the images have been optimized they are transmitted to the MU 

agent and the handler thread terminates. 

Case 3: Profile Manager indicates that the user is interested in images only 

In this case, the thread does not transmit the web page to the MU agent- Instead it parses 

the web page to find al1 the image tags and al1 the anchor tags (links, tags that look like 

<a href = . . . > ) contained in the HTML. The thread constructs a new web page of the 

format: 

IMAGES 
Image 1 
Image 2 
... 
LrNKS 
Link 1 
Link 2 
. - .  
This new page contains al1 of the links and images fiom the requested page but 

none of the text (with the exception of the link descriptions). Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show an 

exarnple of a complete web page and the same page &er applying the links and images 
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only optimization. The new page is compressed and transmitted to the MU agent. 

Processing now proceeds in exactly the same way as Case 2. images are retrieved, 

optimized if necessary, and transmitted to the MU agent. m e r  transmitting the images 

the handler thread terminates. 

1 Departmental Information 

Fi- 4.7 - S.mpk of r Cornpiete Web Page 
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IMAGES 

Figure 4.8 - SImpk of a Web Page with Iauga rad Links Onîy 

4.3.2.2.4 Handle an HTTP POST Request 
The MU agent transmits HTTP POST requests whenever a POST request is received 

from the web browser. They are handled in much the same way as HTTP GET requests 

except for one minor difference. POST requests are tunneled in the proprietary protwol 

because the data is too arbitrary for the protocol to effectively encode them. Therefore, 

rather than composing an HTTP request using the information in the MU agent request, 

the handler simply extracts the tunneled HTTP POST request fiom the MU agent request 

and transmits it directly to the web server. Responses are in the f o m  of web pages and 

are handled in exactly the same fashion as responses to HTTP GET requests. That is, 

parse the page for images, cornpress and transmit the page, retrieve and transmit the 

images. 

4.3.3 Optimizations 
The prototype employs several different optimizations in an attempt to increase the 

efficiency of the communication at the application layer across the wireless portion of  the 
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network. This section highlights the various optimizations and discusses their operation. 

Note that these operations are specific only to this prototype, not the architecture. 

4.3.3.1 Compression of Web Pages 
The RI agent compresses al1 web pages before they are tnuismitted to the MU agent, 

which decornpresses them upon reception. The compression technique employed in the 

prototype is Lempel-Ziv-Welch (UW) compression. LZW compression was chosen for 

eficiency and simplicity. The algorithm (described in we189J) is capable of cornpressing 

text in a single pass, without performing any advance analysis of the text. Further, 

decompression is perfomed on the compressed text without requiring any additional 

coding information (which means less overhead is required to transmit the compressed 

text). Compression is fairly efficient and the size of the code required to implement the 

compression is not prohibitive. Nevertheless it shouid be noted that this operation does 

place a requirement for a certain arnount of processing power available on the mobile 

unit. It has been reporteci that using this technique ''compresszon k v e h  of 50% or betrer 

sltuuld be expected" [Ne189]. However, the actual compression ac hieved depends to a 

large extent on the redundancy of the text k i n g  transmitted. 

4.3.3.2 User Profile 
A user profile, which is resident on the mobile uni& allows usen to select their preferred 

type of data and indicate their tolerance for certain optimizations that will decrease the 

quality of the information displayed by the browser. The profile gives users the ability to 

indicate what type of information they are interested in viewing (e-g. text only, images 

and links only, etc.). Whenever the profile is changed using the MU agent interface 

(Section 4.3.1.3), the MU agent transmits a new copy of the profile to the FU agent so it 

always possesses an up to date copy. Using the profile, the FU agent is able to detennine 

exactly what type of information the user is interested in and can filter out any 

unimportant information. Thus, the N agent is able to enswe that bandwidth is not 

wasted on information that the user is not interested in viewing. For example, if the user 

profile is set to t e a  only, the RI agent will only transmit the text for web pages to the 

MU agent. It will not bother retrieving any of the images contained in the web pages 

because it knows (via the profile) that the user is not interested in them. 



The user profile employed in this prototype is a very coarse granularity. It only 

aliows wrs to filter out text or images (along with setting acceptable image quality 

levels). However, the profile could easily be extended to a much fmer grain to allow 

filtering of rnany different media types including sound files, Java class files, etc. 

Currently the profile settings are grouped into three broad categories: text and images, 

text only, and images and links only. The first category, text and images, is the most 

common. Here al1 the text and images contained on a requested web page are retmed to 

the user. The second category, text only, works in the same way as the text only option 

supported by most web browsen. It was included for consistency with current web 

browser systems. The third category, images and links only, returns only the images and 

links from a requested web page (text is omitted). It is usehl in situations where the user 

is searching for images (e-g. searching for clipart) or where the user wants to retrieve an 

image fiom a known web page (i-e. the LlRL is known in advance) without retrieving 

additional (and unwanted) text fiom the page. Within each category, the user may specie 

whether or not image compression is pennitted Table 4.1 summatizes al1 the different 

profile settings available in the prototype and explains their effect on the prwessing 

performed by the FU agent. 

Table 4.1 - User ProTi Scttings 

- - - - - - . - - 

Test 
Yes Yes The FU agent retrieves the requested web page 

and al1 the images for that web page. Both the 

1 1 1 page and sends it to the MU agent. Images are 
Yes 

1 1 1 = Yes, but if the communications link quality is 

No 

Yes 

1 1 1 poor then the images are compressed to 

text and images are transmitted to the MtJ agent. 
The FU agent retrieves only the requested web 

Optimized - Compressed 

and al1 the images for that web page. The web 
page is not transmitted to the MU agent. Instead, 
the RI agent dynarnically constnicts and sen& a 

not retrieved. 
Sarne as for the case with Text = Yes and Images 

No 

new web page containing only the links and the 
images fiom the requested page. The FU agent 

1 1 1 then transmits the imaees, 

Yes 
thumbnail size before they are transmitîed 
The FU agent retrieves the requested web page 
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poor then the images are compressed to 
- thumbnail sire before they are transmitted 1 

Prohlt- f 

4.3.3.3 Environment Aware Adaptation 
The prototype makes use of network statistics (specifically the quality of the 

communications link) to improve the efficiency of transmissions. The Event Agent 

subsystem (recall Section 4.3.1.2.1) runs as a part of the MU agent and continuously 

rnonitors the quality of the wmmunications link between the mobile unit and the fixed 

unit. Whenever this link quality changes an update is sent to the FU agent. Based on this 

link quality and the settings of the user profile, the FU agent is able to apply badeoffs in 

the fidelity of the image data to make better use of the available bandwidth. The tradeoffs 

used in this prototype operate on the dimension of image size. When link quality is poor 

and the user has indicated that image optimizations are allowed, images are reduced to 

thumbnail size before transmission. Such an optimization significantly reduces the 

nurnber of bytes transmitted by the FU agent. 

Text 
No 

4.3.3.4 Single Web Page Request 
Currently web browsers running the H.TTPI.0 protocol open up a separate TCPm 

connection to a web server for each image referenced on a web page. This involves a 

good deal of unnecessary overhead. Note that this problem has targely been solved by the 

HïTPI. 1 protocol Fie971, but it is not yet widely irnplernented in commercial web 

browsers. To overcorne this limitation of HTTP1 .O the prototype system supports a single 

request for a web page and al1 the images that it contains. The MU agent transmits a LJRL 

for a web page in a request message to the FU agent. Once the FU agent has this W, it 

uses the user profile settings to determine what information (text, images, both) the user 

wants. The FU agent proceeds to fetch the desired information independeritly and 

transmits it back to the MU agent. For the case of images, this involves parsing the web 

page to find references to the images. On the MU agent side, subsequent requests made 

by the web browser for images contained on a page that has been requested from the FU 

Optimized - Compressai Same as for the case with Text = No and h a g e s  
= Yes, but if the communications link quality is 



agent are biocked. With the initial URL and the user profile, the FU agent has al1 the 

information needed to process the request and r e m  the entities of interest to the user. 

4.3.3.5 Proprietary Protocol 
When transmitting information across the wireless portion of the communications link 

the MU and FU agents utilize a proprietary protocol. HTTP requests fiom the web 

browser are reformatted using this protocol before king transmitted to the RI agent. 

Sirnilarly, the MU agent converts RI agent responses encoded using the proprietary 

protocol back into HTTP before forwarding them to the web browser. The protocol used 

attempts to be less verbose than the HTTP protoc01 and to reduce the header information 

that must be transmitted Additionally, the p r o t d  employed here treats a11 images 

referenced by a web page as a single entity and transrnits them together. The proprietary 

protocol is descnbed in detail in Appendix B. 

4.3.4 Communication Protocols 
This section summarizes the communication protocols used between the various 

components of the prototype. 

4.3.4.1 Web Browser to MU Agent 
Communication between the web browser and the MU agent is done using the i - T ï P I  .O 

protocol. The web browser is configured to use a local proxy on port 7000. This redirects 

a11 the HTTP requests transmitted by the browser to TCP port 7000 on the mobile unit. 

The MU agent listens on this port and intercepts HTTP requests that the browser 

transmits. Depending on the type of request, the MU agent either closes the TCP 

co~ect ion  (socket) or saves it until a response is received fiom the FU agent so that the 

requested entity can be fonvarded to the browser. 

4.3.4.2 FU Agent to MU agent 
The FU and MU agents communicate using the proprie- protocol (recall Section 

4.3.3.5). 



4.3.4.3 FU Agent to Web Semer 
The FU agent cornrnunicates with web servers using the standard HTTP1.O protocol. 

Requests that the FU agent receives fiom the MU agent which are encoded using the 

proprietary protocol are reformatted as HITP requests and transrnitted to a web server. 

4.3.4.4 MU Agent to Agent System Service Agents 
The MU agent communicates with SLP service agents using the SLPv2 protocol as 

defined in RFC 2608 [Gut99b]. In these cases, the MU agent is playing the role of the 

user agent 

4.3.4.5 Agent System to ATP Daemon 
Communication between the aglets agent system and the ATP Daemon module (in the 

MU agent) occurs using the ATP (agent transfer protocoi) version 1 .O m 9 7 1  

4.4 Implementation issues 
This section examines the Mobile IP triangle routing problem (Section 22.2) with respect 

to the architecture presented in Chapter 3. The impact o f  the problem on the architecture 

is discussed and insights are provided into potential solutions. 

4.4.1 Mobility Support Using Mobile IP 
Although Mobile iP may be used within the mobility fiamework to provide support for 

mobility of nodes, it is not particularly welt suited for the architecture describeci here. The 

general architecture presented in this thesis tends to exacerbate the problem of triangle - 
routing that occurs in current implementations of  Mobile iP [Sol981 Per981. 

Recall from Section 2.2.2 the discussion of Mobile P. Triangle routing arises 

from the inability of  a mobile unit to infonn a correspondent node (a node with which the 

mobile unit is communicating) the mobile unit's current "care of  address" Per981 

[So198]. This prevents the correspondent node fiom using an o p t i r n i d  route when 

returning packets to the mobile unit. The situation is depicted in Figure 4.9. f ackets from 

the mobile node to the correspondent are routed in the normal manner via the usual iP 

routing. However, packets fiom the correspondent node cannot be routed directly to the 

mobiIe unit, since the correspondent node does not know the mobile node's current point 
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of attachrnent (current "care of address"). The IP packets that the correspondent node 

receives contain the mobile node's home address as the source address. iience, al1 

packets destined for the mobile unit will be routed to the mobile unit's home network (by 

way of the home address) and then nuuieled to the current point of aîtachment (the care 

of address) via the home agent on the mobile unit's home network. 

Web Server 

- -- mm - Ag- 

Figure 4.9 - Mobiic IP Triangle Routing 

Now consider the situation that occurs when the mobile web browser component 

of the prototype is used in conjunction with a foreign network that employs Mobile P to 

provide the mobile unit with network connectivity (refer to Figure 4.10). 

Communications between the FU agent and the web server will occur in the normal 

fashion using the regular iP routing. This happens because the FU agent is executing on a 

fixed node within the foreign network, which is configured with a valid IP address for 

that subnet. However, observe the communications between the MU agent (on the mobile 

unit, which obtained a care of address fkom a foreign agent on the foreign network) and 

the FU agent. Packets sent fkom the MU agent to the FU agent will contain a source IP 



address equal to the mobile unit's home address (on the mobile unit's home network). 

Hence, whenever the FU agent attempts to send a response back to the MO agent, the 

response wili be routed through the mobile unit's home network This will occur even 

though the FU agent and the MU agent are executing within the same subnet, since the 

mobile unit on which the MU agent is operating continues to use its home address as the 

source address for IP packets (and, hence, packets wiIl always be routed through the 

mobile unit's home network as described in the preceding paragraph). The one exception 

to this is the case where the FU agent is executing on the sarne host that is acting as a 

foreign agent since the foreign agent knows that packets destined for the mobile unit are 

to be sent out on the local subnet. Depending on the implementation of Mobile IP, the 

foreign agent may directly forwud the packets to the mobile unit without going through 

the home agent4. This exception does not alleviate the problem becaw there is no 

guarantee that the agent system hosting the FU agent will reside on the sarne host as the 

foreign agent. in fact, this will ofien not be the case. Consider the situation where the 

foreign agent is not a host at d l ,  but a router. Furthemore, the prototype describai in this 

i mplementation functions at the application layer and has no provisions for addressing 

problems that arise at the network layer (such as triangle routing). 

'' This depends on whether or not the Mobile IP implementation modifies the routing table of the foreign 
agent to include an entry for the mobile unit. The mobile IP standard Fer%] does not require that this i s  
the case although examples presented by Solomon fSol98] suggest that it is possible. 
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Mobik Unit 

Figure 4.10 - Mobik IP witb Dyaamic Ciicnt/Iaterccpt/Scrvcr Arcbitmure 

There are two potential solutions to this problem. The first is route optimization in 

Mobile [P [Per98] (from Section 2.2.2). The basic idea behind this is that the mobile unit 

could indicate its current "care of address'' to the correspondent node. In this case, the 

correspondent would tunnel packets directly to the care of address without using the 

mobile node's home agent as an intermediary. The main problem with such a scheme is 

security. How to authenticate the binding update of the mobile node's current care of 

address with a correspondent node is an open question. Although there is work k i n g  

done on this topic, it is not cowidered a priority because it is generally assumed that the 

mobile node will remain in relatively close proximity to its home agent and home 

network [So198]. Hence, the benefits of using an optimized route (which in many cases is 

not significantly shorter than the mangular route) are often not great enough to justi& the 

cost of security. 

A more promising solution is offered by the mobility support provided as a part of 

IPv6 wer96bl (recall Section 2.2.3). Mobile iPv6 defines a data structure known as a 
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binding cache that is implemented by each iPv6 node. The binding cache is used to store 

bindings where a binding is an association between a mobile node's home address and 

care of address, and the duration of time for which the association is vaiid Per96bl. 

Whenever a correspondent node transmits a packet, it checks its binding cache for an 

e n t q  corresponding to the destination address. If an entry is found the packet is tunneled 

to the care of address specified in the entry using an IPv6 routing header. Hence, the 

packet is automatically tunneled to the care of address rather than using a triangular route 

through the mobile node's home agent. Mobile IPv6 also defines a binding update option, 

which can be used to update the binding of a mobile node's care of address in the binding 

caches of correspondent nodes. Furthemore, ïPv6 specifies an authentication header, 

which can be used to authenticate the binding update, thereby solving the security 

problems that occw when attempting to perform route optimization in Mobile iP Per981. 

The use of ïPv6 effdvely solves triangle routing at the network layer, isolating 

higher layers fkom the problem. This maices Pv6 a viable alternative to DHCP for 

inclusion in the mobility framework Communications between the MU and FU agents 

could use the optimal route (see Figure 4.11) as they do with DHCP. The main drawback 

of W 6  is that it has yet to be deployed in the larger Intemet. 
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FatdUnithoahg 
the FU agent 

I 

Figure 4.11 - Mobile LPv6 witb Clicnt/Lntercept/Scrvcr Architecture 

4.5 Cornparison With Related Implementations 

This section presents a comparison of the prototype implementation discussed previously 

with existing implementations of  mobile web browsing systems. The related systems 

examined here were discussed in Section 2.4. in this section, the systems will be 

compared on the bais of the optimizations thst they are capable of performing, their 

suitability for deployment in mobile computing environments, and their impact on the 

existing Internet architecture. 



4.5.1 Proxy Füters 
The proxy filter system proposed by Zenel [Zen991 employed an architecture similar to 

the one described here. However, the implementations are substantiaily different The 

proxy filter system usecf the Columbia Mobile IP p r o t d  (which is different from the 

standard Mobile JP protocol, described by Perkins [P~I-961) to support mobility of nodes. 

Furthemore, the filter system required changes to this protocol to operate correctly. 

SpecificaIIy, the Columbia Mobile iP protocol was altered so that al1 data passes through 

a particular router, namely the mobile support router (MSR). This ensures h t  data 

destined for the mobile unit cannot avoid the filter (wired side proxy) by traversing an 

alternate route to the mobile unit that skips the node hosting the filter execution 

environment. The selection of the MSR is perfomed as a part of the moâified Mobile [P 

protoc01 (dubbed PMICP for Proxy Mobile Intemetworking Control Protocol). On the 

other hand, the prototype irnplementation described here works with existing, published 

standards. Either Mobile iP or DHCP rnay be used to support the mobility of the mobile 

units. Additionally, the discovery of the execution environment is decoupled fiom the 

mobility mechanisrn by using the SLP protocol and rnodeling the execution environment 

(here, an agent system) as a service offered by a foreign network. 

The proxy filter system implementation supports native/binary execution 

environments (i.e. downloadable compiied code) [Zen991 rather than the interpreted 

execution environrnents (e-g. Java) used here in the prototype implementation. The filten 

em ployed in the proxy filter system are actually precornpiled binary applications. This 

presents a distinct speed advantage over the interpreted format. However, there are three 

disadvantages in t his approac h. First, there is a major security problem [Zen99]. Binary 

applications cannot easily be verified to ensure they perform no malicious operatiom. 

They essentially have fiee reign over the system on which they are executing. Interpreted 

execution environrnents allow the downloaded code to be checked before it is executed. 

Furthemore, security policies (similar to those provided by the Aglets agent system) may 

be irnposed on the downloaded code such as restncting access to the local filesystem. The 

second disadvantage with binary execution environments is the lack of flexibility 

[ZenW]. When using binary code, ptatforrn independence is sacrïficed. The entire proxy 

filter system is not portable to different networks (without reworking the system for those 



networks). A h ,  filters designed to work for a particular architecture (e-g. on a Windows 

based network) will be unable to operate in other architectures. If the mobile unit wishes 

to interact with a number of networks varying in configuration, it would be necessary to 

equip the mobile unit with the required filters for each of those networks. The final 

disadvantage deals with the size of the filters (or agents). Typically compiled programs 

are much large than interpreted bytecode files (Java class files, in particular, may be 

further reduced in size if they are transmitted via a compressed jar, Java archive, file) 

For941. Although the prototype implementation loses the speed advantage over the 

proxy filter system, it gains the benetits of security, flexibility, and reduced filter (agent) 

size. 

With respect to optimizations perfonned, an example created using the proxy 

filter system to optimize HTTP transmissions only implements a subset of the 

optimizations perfomed by the prototype. Specifically, it compresses the HTïP t e a  data 

before transmission and uncompresses it using another proxy executing on the mobile 

unit [Zen99]. The prototype implementation performs this same optimization and others 

discussed in Section 4.3.3. However, such a comparison of optimizations is not really fair 

in the case of the proxy filter system since it was designed to support a much broader 

range of applications than web browsing and the example used for comparison was 

implemented to demonstrate how the system could be employed to increase the eficiency 

of HTTP transmissions. The proxy filter system could be extended to perform other 

optimizations similar to those implemented by the prototype. 

4.5.2 Mowser 
The Mowser system [JosW] presents a much more diverse range of optimizations than 

the prototype irnplementation. in particular, it provides support for both proxy based and 

end-to-end optimizations. End-to-end optimizations are accomplished through content 

negotiation with the web server and allow the mobile unit to specifi suitable data formats 

(e.g. request lower resolution pictures to make better use of the available bandwidth). 

These negotiations are carrieci out via modifications to the H?TP protocol to indicate 

what sort of content is acceptable for the mobile unit. This modification of the HTTP 

protocol implies that this particular optimization does not fit well within the existing 



Intemet architecture. However, as the authon point out, content negotiation is supported 

in HTTP 1.1, so the system wuld conceivably be made to hnction within the existing 

Intemet architecture as support for HTTPI. 1 becomes more widespread [Jos99]. 

The other optimizations p e r f o d  by Mowser are proxy based. They include 

transcoding multimedia (which involves varying the fidelity of images and video, or 

converting the images or video into different coding schemes more suitable for wireless 

networks), elimination of active content (removai of Java Script, Java, etc. fiom web 

pages by the proxy if the mobile unit cannot support such content), elirnination of HTML 

tags the mobile unit does not undentand and personalization of data ûansrnitted by the 

proxy (e.g. specifjmg different fidelity levels for images) [Jos99]. These optimizations 

are similar to those performed by the prototype system but are much more powerful. The 

concept of varying data fidelity is applied to a wider range of media types (e-g. video) 

and the user profile is extended to a much finer granulan'ty. Furthemore, the proxy itself 

is able to filter out content that is undesirable (e-g. active content) or unusable (e.g. tags 

that are not supported). A similarity between the implementation of these optimizations is 

that both Mowser and the prototype rely on the ability of the proxy (or FU agent) to parse 

web pages to either filter content or retrieve desired content. Due to architectural 

differences (Le. single proxy vs. two proxy), the Mowser system is unable to support 

compression of web pages and other lossless techniques to reduce bandwidth that require 

a corresponding agent executing on the opposite side of the wireless link without 

requiring changes to the web browsers themselves. Hence the optimùations performed by 

Mowser are typically lossy (such as dropping fiames fiom a video). The one exception is 

the recoding of video into different formats that are more suitable for use on wireless 

neîworks [Jos99]. For this optimization, a plugin was developed and installed on the 

mobile unit to decode the video. This plugin provides similar huictionality to the MU 

agent in the case of uncompressing data. The Mowser system also does not provide 

support for environrnent aware adaptation. For example, optimizations will not be 

tailored to current link quality or other characteristics of the environment. 

The major advantages of the prototype implementation over the Mowser system 

are that it supports environrnent aware adaptation and compression of web pages before 

transmission across the wireless link. Furthemore, the prototype provides the usual 
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benefit that the optimizations can be transferred to any foreign network (subject to the 

assumption that the mobility ftamework is supported) and it works within the existing 

Internet architecture. The Mowser system requires slight changes to the HTTV protoçol 

and to end systems in general so that they are capable of providing different content type 

in response to the content negotiation perforrned However, the Mowser system clearly 

wins in the optimizations that it perfoms and does raise interesting ideas about moving 

the optimizations out of the network and ont0 the end systems. 

4.5.3 Teleweb 
The implementation of the Teleweb system [Sch96] was prirnarily focused on 

overcoming the wst  limitations of wireless networks by exposing the çosts to the user. 

The Teleweb architecture consists of a single proxy on the mobile unit and as such it is 

not able to perform any optimimtions to the data transmitted across the wireless link 

[Sch96]. The designers of Teleweb argued that link iayer compression, web caching, etc. 

address the same issues as  wired side proxies, and hence wncentrated on the cost aspect 

of wireless networks. While it is tme that tink layer compression exists, the effectiveness 

of this compression is questionable when examined using monetaty cost as a metric. 

Some wireless service providers charge by the uncompressed byte Fra971, so a wired 

side component that compresses the data before it is transmitted will be beneficial to 

users of the service. Furthemore, Perkins per98] argued that compression can ofien be 

more effectively implemented at higher layers where the context of the data is known 

Teleweb is effective in its area of specialization. By making costs visible through 

annotated HTML and postponing browser requests until certain criteria (e.g. budget 

constraints) are satisfied, Teleweb is able to present the user with a wide range of cost 

information and methds  to minimize t h t  cost [Sch96]. However, in cases where the 

user must perform web browsing the system is entirely ineffective. Knowledge of cost 

does nothing to alleviate the cost if the user is required to fetch certain pages at certain 

times. Waiting for a less costly comection may prove an unacceptable alternative in 

some circumstances. In these cases, the prototype system offers a clear advantage. 

Through the use of optirnizaîions, the prototype is able to provide an actual swings in the 

nurnber of bytes transmitted and overcome some of the limitations of wireless networks. 



The principle advocated by the Teleweb designers "... that requiring dedicated serven 

reduces availability" [Sch96] is not a valid argument when applied to the prototype 

because the FU agent is dynamicalIy dispatched ont0 each foreign network. Tfie only real 

similarities between Teleweb and the prototype are that they both employ a cache on the 

mobile unit and both systems interact with the user through special, predefined web 

pages. It is important to note, however, that the optimizations empioyed by Teleweb and 

the prototype are not mutually exclusive. They could be combined in a hybrid system to 

offer both sets of fùnctionality to the user. 

4.5.4 WebExpress 
The WebExpress system Wou%] [ChaSA is particularly effective when applied in the 

transaction processing or commercial application domains. WebExpress empbys a two 

proxy architecture sirnilar to the one set up by the prototype. In addition, WebExpress 

supports the following optimizations: caching (on both the mobile and fixed units), 

differencing, header reduction and support for d i sco~ec ted  operation (through the 

queuing of web page requests) Wou961. The differencing optimization is aimed at 

repetitive transaction processing type applications. It is not quite as effective when 

presented with random ad-hoc web browsing where the user may load any arbitrary page. 

On the other hand, the optimizations performed by the prototype (such as compression 

and reducing the size of images) are more general. They do not offer any greater 

advantages in a particular domain but perform well in each domain. WebExpress has an 

advan tage in transaction processing domains but fa1 1s short when confionteci with other 

types of browsing. The optimizations it employs are tailored towards commercial forms- 

based applications. 

Both implementations support caching but the caching perfomed in the prototype 

is more restrictive. It takes place only on the mobile unit because the FU agent may not 

have access to the filesystem on the fixed unit. Note, however, that a cache on the fixed 

unit is not strictly necessary here because the MU and FU agents communicate on a one 

to one b a i s  in the prototype, which decreases the benefits of a fixed unit cache. Both 

WebExpress and the prototype communicate with a proprietary protocol (WebExpress 

removes some of the H T ï P  header information) and both attempt to overcome the 
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problem of requiring a separate TCPm comection for each entity on a web page 

(WebExpress uses virtual sockets while the prototype independently fetches images). The 

most significant difference between the two implementations lies in their respective 

architectures (recall Section 3.4). Whereas the wirPd side component in WebExpress is 

fixed, the FU agent in the prototype can be dynamically dispatched into a foreign 

network thereby increasing the flexibility of the systern. 

4.5.5 Mobiscape 
The Mobiscape system fBaq951 is one of the simplest mobile web browser systerns. 

Similar to WebExpress, it uses a two proxy architecture. However, it performs only a few 

basic optimizations. It offers an enhanced caching policy that ailows the user to control 

the cache content via a cache profile, in order to speci& documents that the user always 

wants close at h a d  Caches are resident on both the mobile and fixai units. It aiso 

performs data compression between the two proxies Paq951. Mobiscape suffers fiom the 

same inflexibility of WebExpress in its reliance on a wired side component The 

prototype implementation overcomes this reliance and at the sarne time offers 

compression between the MU and FU agents. The prototype did not foçus on caching a 

great deal other than requiring that a cache be present on the mobile unit. Consequently, 

the caching polices in the mobile unit are largely undefineci. The caching enhancements 

provided by Mobiscape offer a dernonstrated effective caching mechanism for mobile 

web browsing that could be integrated into the prototype (with the exception that the 

cache on the fixed unit would not be possible). Beyond this enhancement the Mobiscape 

system offers little to compare against. 

4.5.6 Mowgli 
Mowgli Fi1951 is the moa similar to the prototype with respect to optimizations. Mowgii 

is another system built around a two proxy architecture. It employs several optimizations 

similar to those used by the prototype including inline image prefetching and caching. 

The proxy on the fixed unit parses the web page to extract image links, and loads the 

images before the proxy on the mobile unit requests them. In addition to these 

optim izations Li ljeberg et al. pi1951 proposed several other optimizations not currently 

implemented in the Mowgli system including compression of web pages, HTTP header 



compression, and nadeoffs in image fidelity. Taken together, these optimizations 

(proposed and implemented) match those provided by the prototype system described 

here. Furthemore, Liljeberg et al. pi1951 described two other optimizations not 

considered in the prototype: Round trip transfer removal (actuaily implemented in 

Mowgii) and annotated HTML (proposed, but not implemented). Round trip transfer 

removal is similar to the notion of virtual sockets in WebExpress where several requests 

and responses may be communicated between the fixed and mobile unit over a single 

TCP/IP connection rather than using a separate wmection for each HTTP request 

Annotated HTML involves altering the HTML on the fixed unit before it is transmitted to 

the mobile unit Li1951. Annotations are added to links to expose certain properties that 

may be useful to mobile users. For example, a link in a web page may be annotated to 

provide information such as the size of the linked object or the availability of the linked 

object in the cache. The oniy optimization the prototype supports that Liljeberg et al. 

[Li1951 do not mention is a user profile to select the desired type of information. 

When comparing the implementation of Mowgli (which lacks certain proposed 

optimizations) with the prototype system discussed here, the prototype offers a wider 

range of hc t ioning  optimizations. However, if the entire set of optimizations identified 

by Liijeberg et al. pi1951 were incorporated into the Mowgli system, it would be more 

effective than the prototype (with respect to optimizations). In general, both Mowgli and 

the prototype provide similar optirnizations and are effective within the dornain of ad-hoc 

web browsing because neither employs optimizations tailored to a particular niche of web 

browsing such as transaction processing. The major difference between them lies in the 

underlying architecture. As with WebExpress Wou961 the Mowgli system relies on a 

wired side component that limits its flexibtlity. 



Chapter 5 

TESTINGIASSESSMENT 

Following the development of the prototype, a series of tests were performed to 

demonstrate the correctness of the system and to uncover any hidden problems that had 

arisen during the implementation. Testing was done to ensue that the prototype operates 

in the manner specified in Section 3.3. The tests only ver@ the behavior of the system, 

they do not assess performance (which depends on the optimizing operations employed). 

This chapter describes the testing process and the system tuning that took place as a result 

of the initiai tests. 

5.1 Testing To Demonstrate Correctness 
The prototype was developed on a wired Ethemet network consisting of four Windows 

NT machines ninning at 300 MHz with 128 Megs of RAM. During development several 

preliminary tests were conducted to ensure that the system was stable and operated 

correctly. Upon completion of the system development, the entire prototype was ported 

over to the wireless testbed network (Figure 4.1) to test the system within its actual 

operating environment. To this end, a comprehensive test plan (see Appendix C) was 

drafted that was designed to isolate and test specific aspects of the system. The system 

was required to pass each of the tests in this plan. This section presents the details of the 

tests that were employed. 

Testing of the system was broken down into several different stages. Lnitially a 

test suite of web pages was identified. The pages in the test suite were chosen for either 

the specific content that they containeci or the presurned fiequency with which they are 

used in regular web browsing to present the system with a diverse selection of commonly 
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occurrïng pages and to isolate certain HTML features. Table 5.1 provides the URL for 

each of the test pages along with a rational for choosing the page. 

TaMe 5.1 - Web Page Test Suite 

1 1 Java test page 1 1 example of a 

. . .-w 
Common page 
visited by a large 

1 

2 

3 

1 1 Homepage 1 1 images (gif and 

Web mge 
University of 
Manitoba 

University of 
Manitoba Dept. 
of Cornputer 
Science Page 
Dr. John Bate' s 

4 

- -. . . -  - :-_ T -- . - 

http://www. umani tobaxd 

~~I/www~cs. urnanitoba ca/ 

http://www.cs. umanitoba.ca/-bate/JavaEgs/Façe. html 

Dr. Randal 
Peter' s 

5 

students 
Common page, 
mostly text based 

Contains an 

6 

http://www.cs. umanitobacd-randal 

Dr. Peter 
Graham 's 

7 

Java applet 
Good mix of 
both text and 

Homepage 

Gilbert 
Detillieux's 

8 

http://www.cs. umanitoba.ca/-pgraharn 

poutine page 
Al tavista search 

9 

1peg) 
Contains a large 
gif image (usehl 
to test image 
compression) 

engine 
In foseek search 

10 

1 Ilibrarysearch 1 1 based search 

http://www.cs. umanitoba.&gedetiYpoutine. htm 1 ' 

httpY/www.altavista.com 

engine 
Metacrawler 

1 1 

Contains an 
audio file 

Common search 

http://www. infoseek.corn/ 

search engine 
Arnazon online 

engine 
Cornmon searc h 

http://www. metacrawler. corn/ 
1 engine 

http://wwwarnazon.com ] Popular online e- 
bookstore 

ACM digital 

12 

engine 
Comrnon search 

http://www.acrn.org/dYnewsearch. html 

page 
City of 
Winnipeg 
Homepage 

commerce site. 
Contains a forms 
based searc h. 
Contains a foms 

http://www. city. Winnipeg. mb. cakityl Contains a large 
number of 
images 
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f 1 Manitoba 1 1 number of 
13 

Once the test suite was detennined, a series of initial tests were conducted that 

focused on the system as a whole rather than individual system components. These initial 

tests were concerned with the ordinary operation of the system and consisted of using the 

system for random ud-hoc web browsing for an extended p e r d  of time (between 20 and 

30 minutes). During this tirne, regular web browsing was perfonned on the mobile unit 

with the system operating in the background. Common web pages were loaded (including 

various search engines, ofken used in ad-hoc web browsing), and links on pages were 

followed. Testing of this nature was performed for the following user profile settings: text 

and images, text only, and links and images only. The user profile settings were changed 

at arbitrary points in time during the browsing session. These tests were also used to 

ver@ the compression of the HTML pages. The MU agent log file was checked after the 

testing to ensure that the sizes of the pages received were less than the actual page sizes 

(typicaliy the web page size was compressed by around 50%) 

A fier king satisfied that ordinary system operation functioned correct ly, the 

individual profile settings were tested in more depth. A particular profile setting (e.g. text 

onIy) was selected and a sequence of six predefined pages (test pages 1,2,4, 5, 12 and 13 

chosen from the test suite for their combination of images and text) was loaded to vene  

that the profiIe was correctly filtering the information king displayed. 

The next phase of testing retied on the event agent simulator component of the 

MU agent to test the system operation under varying communication's link quality. The 

two link qualities tested were poor and no connection because the good and acceptable 

link qualities produce the sarne behavior of the system as in the general case (described in 

the previous two paragraphs). A poor link quality was simulated and tested using a 

scenario file with the single enûy (poor, 1000). Under this scenario the image 

web- 1 URI, 
Govemment of 1 http://www.gov. mb-cakgi-binkhoose - home. pl 

14 

15 

Snr- 
Contains a large 

Homepage 
Xing Chen's 
Homepage 

Flora Wang's 
Homeaxe 

http9home.cc.umanitoba-ca/-wnchenxz/ 

http://home.cc.umanitoba.ca/-mwangw/home. html 

images 
Contains a 
mixture of 
images and Java 
Contains an 
HTML h e  
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compression optimization of the profile was tested. A sequence of pages was loaded that 

contained both gif and jpeg images and the images were exarnined to veri@ that 

compression had taken place (this included visual veritication and checking the size of 

the transmitted images logged in the MU agent log file). A no comection link quaiity was 

tested with a scenario tile containing the entry (no comection, 1000). In this case, the 

system acted appropriately by displaying a message box to the user indicating that there 

\vas no network comection. More detailed scenario files were also constructed to observe 

the system behavior during changing link qualities. This involved scenarios where the 

quality started out good and progressed to poor or no comection before returning to good 

again. By using a no comection entry in a scenario file it was possible to simulate 

disconnections and ensure that the system handled them appropriately. 

Once testing of the system with the event agent simulator was completed the 

system was tested using the actual WaveLAN iink quality rnonitor to ensure that the 

systern codd adapt to the changing fink quality when it was monitored in reai rime. To 

achieve the desired link qualities the mobile unit was moved during these tests to areas of 

the building (housing the testbed) in which the wireless network signal strength is p r .  

The same tests as above were then performed to ensure that the behavior of the system 

using the WaveLAN link monitor was consistent with the behavior observed when using 

the event agent simulator. 

The next stage of the testing process involved veriSing that the system was 

capable of retrieving a diverse range of media types contained in web pages. The 

following media types (in addition to text and images) were successfully loaded through 

the systern: audio files, pdf and postscript files, Java class files and program installation 

fi [es. 

Afier testing the system with various media types, different aspects of HTML and 

the HTTP protocol were examined. With respect to HTML, the system was tested on web 

pages that contained fiames and forrns. Frames were tested by loading a web page 

containing frames (page 15 fiom the test suite in Table 5.1). Forms were tested by 

loading the amazon.com and ACM digital library web pages (pages 10 and 1 1) and 

performing searches for books and articles, respectively. Through testing foms 



processing, the handling of HTTP POST requests by the system was also tested because 

the forms on these pages use an HTTP POST rnethod to subrnit data to a server. 

The focus of the testing was then shified to the behavior of the FU agent. in 

particular, three operations involving the FU agent were examined. First, the basic FU 

agent dispatch process was tested to ensure that the FU agent always starts properly upon 

the first request the MU agent receives tiom the web browser. Secondly, the behavior of 

the system in response to FU agent errors was verified. M e r  dispatching a FU agent to 

the agent system on the fixed network and using it for some period of tirne, the FU agent 

process was manually killed using features provided by the Tahiti aglets server. Browsing 

then continued on the mobile unit to ensure that the system is robust against such errors. 

As expected, the enor was detected and a new FU agent was dispatched. Following the 

initial testing of a FU agent error the process of killing the FU agent was repeated 3 

consecutive times. This was done to check that once the nurnber of enors has exceeded 

the predefined tolerance level, the MU agent would no longer dispatch the RI agent. In 

this case the MU agent resorted to using a direct comection, which was the expected 

behavior. The third aspect of the FU agent to be tested was FU agent behavior when 

multiple FU agents are executing simultaneously in the agent system. To simulate this, 

after a FU agent was dispatched, the link quality was set to no connection for a brief time 

period. When the MU agent was recomected again, it dispatched a new FU agent into the 

foreign network and two FU agents executed together in the agent system. As expected, 

the new FU agent handled the proçessing of the MU agent requests. The original FU 

agent timed out and halted execution. 

Tests were then petformed to evaluate the various timeouts employed by the 

system. In particular, there are two places that timeouts may occur: on the FU agent, 

when a request has not been received for an extended period of tirne and on the MU agent 

whtie waiting for a FU agent to be dispatched. In the case of the FU agent timeout, the 

number of timeouts that occurred during regular browsing sessions was noted to rnake 

sure that it is close (preferably equal) to zero. Regarding the MU agent timeouts, the RI 

agent dispatch tirne was examined to ensure tfiat the MU agent timeout value is slightly 

larger. Furthermore, the MU agent timeout was allowed to expire (in which case a direct 
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connection is used) to rnake sure that the timeout duration is not prohibitive for users who 

are waiting for a page to be loaded- 

The final component of the system to be examined was the direct connection 

module. The service agent executing on the fixed network was turned off so the MU 

agent would not be able to locate an agent system that could host the FU agent. As 

expectd the MU agent resorted to using a direct comection to the web server in this 

case to al low web browsing to continue on the foreign network (even though the network 

does not support the FU agent). The opebon  of the direct connection itself was tested 

with the various media types (audio files, pdf files, etc), web pages containing M e s ,  

web pages containing forms and al! the pages in the test suite to ensure that, from a user's 

perspective, the operation of the system is the same regardless of whether a direct 

connection or the FU agent is used. 

5.2 Tuning Based on Initial Observations of System 
Testing 

FoIiowing the initial selection of tests outlined in the test plan and described above some 

system parameters and behavior were adjusted to overcome problems that were 

uncovered. Through the testing, it was discovered that the timeout values used for both 

the MU agent (while waiting for dispatch of a FU agent) and FU agent (the arnount of 

time the FU agent will exist in the absence of any requests from the MU agent) were tw 

short. In the case of the MU agent this resulted in direct connections king used instead 

of transmitting requests to the FU agent because the MU agent threads waiting for the FU 

agent dispatch timed out and assumed (incorrectly) that the FU agent could not be 

dispatched (when, in fact, the FU agent dispatch was just taking longer than expected). 

Regarding the FU agent, timeouts were occurring too frequently when waiting for web 

page requests. Since users spend some time reading the web pages they load, the timeout 

period used initially was far too short. It was appropriate for testing because it forced 

timeouts to occur within a teasonable amount of time. Unfortunately, once displayed, in 

the time it takes a user to read a web page the FU agent would timeout. Both of these 

problems were resolved by using longer values for the timeouts. 
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With respect to the timeouts, it was also determined that if a handshake is 

received by the MU agent fkorn a FU agent h i l e  the FU agent manager (on the MU 

agent) is in a not allowed state (which indicates h t  the MU agent could not properly 

dispatch a FU agent ont0 the foreign network), then the FU agent manager should move 

to an active state. Previously, once a not allowed state was encountered, the manager 

couid only move back to the initial inactive state. However it was noted during testing 

that in the event of  a timeout on the MU agent where the timeout was caused by the 

timeout value k i n g  too short rather than an actual failure to dispatch the FU agent, the 

FU agent manager will move into a not allowed state prematurely. By enabling a move 

from a not allowed state to an active state on receipt of  a handshake, the system will stil1 

be able to make use of the FU agent (and will use direct connections in the interim before 

the handshake is received). This has the added benefit that the time to transmit a request 

for a web page is aiways bounded by the MU agent timeout value. Furthemore, this 

change was necessary since it is very hard to predict the optimum timeout value for ail 

possible foreign networks that have varying bandwidth availability. It is better to set a 

reasonable timeout value and to deal with timeouts as they occur by using direct 

connections. When the FU agent is set up (as signifieci by the handshake), the MU agent 

can switch From direct connections to the FU agent. 

When examining the WaveLAN link test log file (used for real time monitoring of 

the communications link quality) it was discovered that some of the entries written to the 

Iog file (in particuhr the discomection entry) were not in the format expected by the 

Event agent module. The Event agent was modified so that it uses the same format as the 

log file to correctly detect changes in the link quality. 

Two problems were noted with respect to initialization of the MU agent. First, an 

Event agent initialization file was included with the setup files, but never used. This file 

was deleted because it contains no usehl information. Secondly, the location of the FU 

agent code (the FUAgentjar file) was hard coded into the MU agent. This location was 

moved from the system code to the MU agent initiaIization file to support more flexible 

relocation of the FUAgent-jar file. 

There were also a couple of problems noted with the cache on the MU agent. A 

m t i m e  error occuned when trying to clear an empty cache and, in some cases, images 
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witten to the cache were weadable. The fim problem was fixed by checking whether or 

not the cache is empty before clearing it. The second probiem was due to the way in 

which images were written to the cache. The original implementation converted the 

images to a Java string and then wrote the string to a file. This conversion process caused 

probierns with the encoding of the images. To solve these problerns, the raw byte amy 

format of the images was written to the cache file instead of using the string format 



Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summary and Contributions 
The primary result o f  this work is a new architecture designed to  support e sc i en t  web 

browsing at the application layer in a wireless mobile computing environment. Mobile 

computing environrnents present several challenges to traditional networked applications 

arising fiom the limitations inherent in wireless networks and the inability of 

conventional network protocols to wpe with these limitations. Previous research in this 

area has identified the client/intercept/server architecture as an effective solution to 

enable optimizations of the application layer communications that take place over the 

wireless link. Two proxies characterize this architecture: one proxy which executes on 

the mobile unit and the other proxy which executes on the fixed unit. Together these 

proxies encapsulate communications over the wireless link and control the type and 

format of the application layer information flowing across the link- The major 

disadvantage in such an architecture is the reliance upon a wired side component. 

Requiring the existence of  such a component on foreign networks hinders mobility. The 

optirnizations performed by systems employing this architecture will not be accessible on 

any network that does not have the wired side component installed. The new architecture 

described in this thesis uses mobile agent technologies to dynarnically dispatch the wired 

side part of the client/intercept/server architecture into the foreign network with which 

the mobile unit is communicating. The specitic contributions of  this thesis are the 

folIowing: 

1. A new architecture is described that allows a mobile unit to  dynamically deploy a 

client/intercept/server based system ont0 foreign networks with which it 
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communicates. The new architecture models the wired side component in the 

client/intercept/sewer architecture as a mobile agent that travels to a fixed unit on 

the foreign network to establish a proprietary application layer communications 

channel with the mobile unit. This dispatch of the agent replaces the reliance on a 

wïred side component with the reliance on the h e w o r k  described in Section 

3.2. 

2.  The architecture described here does not require any changes to the existing 

Internet protocols. It can be entirely implemented using existing protocols and 

software as is demonstrated through the creation of a prototype system based on 

the architecture. 

3. A fiamework is identified that enables mobile units to discover and use mobile 

agent systems on foreign networks. 

4. Mobile agent systems on foreign networks are modeled as a service that the 

foreign network provides, sirnilar to other services such as printers. 

5.  Service location protocol (SLP) service templates are created for agent system 

seMce types, to enable the discovery of agent systems via SLP- 

The architecture described in this thesis is flexible. The mobility h e w o r k  

identifies the services that could be provided by the foreign network to allow mobile 

users to discover and use mobile agent systems running on the foreign network. The 

framework dms not specifi how these services are to be implemented. The prototype 

dernonstrated one specific implementation to illustrate the feasibility of the architecture. 

This implementation relied on DHCP, SLP and the Aglets agent system. Other 

approaches are equally acceptable. A requirement does exist that an implementation of 

the architecture must be compatible with the implementation of the mobility framework. 

Similarly, there is a great deal of flexibility in the optimizations that can be 

employed in conjunction with the mobile web browser support system. Optimizations are 

by no means Iimited to those used in the prototype. Rather the architecture suggests a 

generai way to set up a system that encapsulates application layer communications across 

a wi reiess 1 ink. Once the client/intercept/server architecture is established an 

implementation is fiee to employ any nurnber of optimizations including, but not limited 
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to, those discussed in the prototype implementation and those used by the other related 

systems described in Chapter 2. However, the optimktions are limited to the application 

layer. 

The benefits offered by a system employing the architecture described here 

depend heavily on the optimizations that are employed. ûptirnizations that reduce the 

number of bytes transmitted across the wireless link (such as the compression of web 

pages used in the prototype) could be translated into cost savings for the mobile user on 

wireless networks that charge by the nurnber of bytes transmitted. Other optimizations 

that reduce the c o ~ e c t i o n  tirne could offer lower cost on networks that charge by the 

arnount of time a user remains comected. In either case tangible benefits could be 

realized for the user in terms of  monetary savings by tailoring the optimizations to the 

cost mode1 employed by the foreign network. From the point of view of wireless service 

providers, optimizations that reduce the number of bytes transmitted across the wireless 

link would be beneficial as they reduce the load on the network. Note that this thesis does 

not claim any specific performance benefits as no performance a d y s i s  was conducted. 

The goal of this thesis was to deploy a system that enables application layer 

optimizations, not to prove the effectiveness of those optimizations. The benefits 

mentioned previousiy are examples of results that may be attained provided suficient 

optimizations were implemented. 

Another result of this thesis is that it demonstrates the effectiveness of mobile 

agents in mobile computing environments. Previous research on mobile agents in mobile 

computing environrnents has fofused to a large extent on using mobile agents to oflload 

computations to a fixed network or to support disconnected operation by continuing to 

execute on the fixed unit while the mobile unit is disconnected. This thesis shows how 

mobile agents can be used to encapsulate a proprietary protocol. 

Finally the rnobility fiamework developed as a part of the new architecture offers 

potential benefits extending beyond the deployment of a client/intercept/setver 

architecture ont0 foreign networks. The framework provides a means by which mobile 

usen can discover and use mobile agent services on a foreign network that supports the 

frarnework. This capability provides a means of injecting user specific application layer 

services into networks with which the mobile user communicates. It is dificuIt for a 



foreign network to anticipate the needs of the diverse range of mobile users with which it 

communicates. DifEerent mobile users require different services fiom the network. 

Mobile agents could offer a mechanism by which the mobile user can place their own 

value added seMces into the network The service provider only needs to support an 

agent system, rather than supporting the services required by each user. Users may 

discover the agent system and transmit their own senices (implemented as mobile 

agents) into the network. 

6.2 Future Work 

The research presented in this thesis opens up several avenues of additional work that 

could be pursud  The use of mobile agents to encapsulate propnetary protocols has been 

identified in eariier research [Lan97], but has not been thoroughly examined. This 

application of mobile agents seems particularly relevant to the low bandwidth networks 

presented by wireless mobile computing environments where proprietary protocols can 

potentially make more efficient use of the bandwidth. The architecture presented here 

employed mobile agents in this fashion but further research could identifi whether such a 

technique is generally applicable, especially in the context of mobile computing. 

Furthemore, the mode1 of a mobile agent system as a service offered by foreign 

networks needs to be refined. A set of attributes should be identified that would provide 

information about the agent system including agent system type, security privi leges, and 

other facts that could aid in using the system. This thesis presented only a minimal 

specification of the agent system service designed to assist in the location of the agent 

system on a foreign netwcrk. Although appropriate for the architecture presented here 

this specification should be enhanced to provide information that would be required by 

other applications searching for a mobile agent system. Further work must also be done 

on agent systems in general to achieve compatibility between different agent system 

types. Agent system interoperability would make it easier for networks to provide agent 

services since the networks could offer a single agent system as a service that is capable 

of hosting a variety of different agent types. 

With respect to mobile web browser support systems more research needs to be 

done to identify the best set of optimizations to perfom. There is no agreement on how to 
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optimize communications across a wireless link or where to apply the optimizations 

(proxy based or end system). The prototype system ptesented here and the related 

systems that are discussed in Chapter 2 each perform a unique set of optimizations. 

Although sometimes similar, there is no wnsensus on which optimizations are ideal and 

to the best knowledge of the author no rigorous cornparison has been performed between 

the various systems. Such a cornparison would be helpful in identiwng those 

optimizations that offer the best performance. 

An in depth performance analysis should also be performed to gain an 

understanding of the overall effectiveness of the architecture in terms of performance. 

The analysis should clearly measure the overhead associated with the architecture 

described here (with respect to dispatch of the FU agent and the indirection of requests 

which must pass through two proxies) versus the benefits yielded by the optimizations 

em ployed. Furthemore the anal y sis should consider the scalability of the approach taken. 

Finally M e r  work could be done to extend the architecture presented in this 

thesis to support several clients (MU agents) for a single FU agent. The architecture wiis 

developed such that the MU agent and Fü agent operate on a one to one basis. Extending 

this so that one FU agent comrnunicates with many MU agents would be beneficial in 

those cases where the FU agent is common enough that many MU agents want to access 

the same FU agent services at the same location. 



Agent System Service Templates 

A.l Overview of SLP Service Templates 

An SLP service template descnbes a particular semce type. Service templates are used to 

define the amibutes associated with the seMce type. These attributes allow clients 

querying a service to distinguish between different instances of the sarne seMce type. For 

example, a template for a printer service type may define an amibute called color. 

Instances of the service type printer can provide a value for the color amibute depending 

on whether or not they support color printing. Senice templates also describe the syntax 

of senice: URLs for instances of the service type. A service: üRL identifies a particular 

resource offiring a service (for exarnple, a printer) and specifies unambiguously how to 

access the service. Service tempiates are wmposed of five distinct items: 

1. Template Type - The template type provides the name of the service type that the 

template describes. 

2. Version - The version specifies when the template was created. AI1 templates 

start with a version number of 0.0. After standardization they are assignai the 

version number 1.0. Changes in the template cause the version number to be 

incremented. 

3 Description - The description item indicates what the service described by the 

template does. 

4. üRL, Syntax - The LJRL syntax specifies how to interpret the LlRL path of a 

service: WU. The URL path is the part of the senice: URL following the address 

of the resource. For example, consider the service: URL 

service:x-agentsystem- I o c a ! : a t p : / / m i ~ c e  which is based 
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on the senice templates provided in this appendix. The URL path of this senice: 

URL is myPlace (i-e. the part of the semice: URL chat follows the address of the 

host offering the service). According to the template for the x- 

agentsystem.local:atp seMce this URL path is to be interpreted as a context name. 

A context name is the name of a specific execution environment within an Aglets 

mobile agent system. Recall from the discussion on mobile agents in Chapter 2 

that an agent system can have more than one execution environment (place). The 

URL syntax descnbed in this template allows a service: URL to refer to a specific 

piace within an agent system. In a senice template the UiU syntax item contains 

the grammar specieing the syntax of the URL pth. For the context name 

example the grammar indicates that the context narne is composed of any 

sequence of alphanurnenc characters. 

5. Service Attributes - Service attributes descni a set of attributes whose values 

can be used to differentiate between two instances of the same service type. 

Refer to Kempf Kem99bJ and Guttman [Gui991 for a more detailed description 

of the syntax for service templates and service: URLs. 

A.2 Agent System Service Templates 
This section contains the seMce templates for two new service types that are used for 

discovery of a mobile agent system service via SLP. The first seMce template defines the 

x-agentsystem-local abstract service type that describes a general agent system service. 

Abstract service types aggregate several services that use different protocols to provide 

the same service. An abstract service type is appropriate for the base agent system service 

because there is no agreed upon protocol for communicating between different agent 

system types. Agent systems are not currently interoperable and they use different 

proprietary protocols for communications. 

The second seMce template defines the x-agentsystem.local:atp concrete service 

type. Concrete service types are used to speci& a single protocol within an abstract 

service type. The x-agent system.local:atp concrete service type is an instance of the x- 

agentsystem.Ioca1 abstract service type. It specifies how clients may access an agent 
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system service using the agent transfer protocol (ATP). Currently only DM'S Aglets 

agent system employs this p r o t d -  

In both cases, the x in the service type name indicates that the seMce type is 

experimental. Furthemore the local extension to the service type names shows that they 

are defined by a local naming authority (i-e. the names are not standardized). No 

attributes are currently defined for either of  the service types. The templates are provided 

here to formalize the semice type names and URL p t h  syntax. For the purposes of the 

prototype implemented in this thesis, Iocating the service based on the service type narne 

alone is suficient. The oniy agent system using the ATP protocol is IBM7s Aglets agent 

system. Hence any agent system that advertises a service type specifjmg the ATP 

protocol (for example, x-agentsystem.local:atp) will be compatible with the Aglets 

system. No other attributes are required to determine compatibility. As agent systems 

progress towards interoperability other attributes would be beneficial since the access 

protocol done may not be capable of identi@ing a particular agent system type. 
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template-description= 
This is zn experimental abstract service type. The purpose of the 
x-agentsystem service is to organize into a single category al1 
agent systems tha t  are capable of hosting mobile agents. 

ternplate-url-syntax= 
sri-patn= ; This abstract type aoes not def ine  a url-path 

~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__________________________ taplate ends here ------------------------- 
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remplate-descr ip t ion= 
T h i s  concrete s e r v i c e  t y p e  d e f i n e s  t h e  u r l  syntax for a g e n t  systems 
c h a i  use t h e  Agent T r a n s f e r  P ro toco l  (ATPI. This is  t h e  p ro toco l  
employed by the A g l e t s  agen t  system, An agen t  system s p e c i f i e d  b y  t h i s  
t y p e  is assumea t o  be capab le  of  h o s t i n g  a g l e t s  (mobile agents definea 
for IBM's Aglets  agent s y s t e m ) .  Mobile a g e n t s  and messages may be 
transmitted to the agent system via the ATP protocol. This  s e r v i c e  
type is a concre te  i n s t a n c e  o f  t h e  x-agentsystern a b s t r a c t  s e r v i c e  
C .  iype. 

a lphanun=  alpha / aigit 

digit= " 0 "  / "ln / "2" / "3" / " 4 "  / " 5 "  / "6" / "7" / "8" / "9"  
-------------------------- template  ends h e r e  ------------------------- 



Appendix B 

Proprietary Protocol 

The proprietary protocol is an application layer protocol used for communications 

between the MU agent and the FU agent. The protocol uses TCP as the transport layer 

protocol and supports two major types of messages: Requests and Responses. Appendix 

B describes these message types in detail. 

Note that in ail messages, a newline character always follows variable length strings. 

B.l Requests 
Requests are messages that are transrnitted fiom the MU agent to the FU agent. The 

destination port on the N agent is determined dynamically and cornrnunicated to the MU 

agent by a FU Agent Started response message (see section 2.1 below and section 432.2,  

FU agent operation). The MU agent may use any ephemeral port as the source p n .  
There are four types of request messages that are supprted: Profile, Get, Post and Link 

S tatus Changed. 

B. 1.1 Profile Messages 
Protile messages indicate that the user profile stored on the mobile unit has changed. 

They contain the new profile settings, so that the FU agent can update its stored copy of 

the user pro fi le (and adj ust its processing accordingly ). 

I Header = 1 I P r o f i l e  Value I 



B.1.2 Get Messages 

i -<es 

i L i n k s  On iy  

Get messages contain a reformatted HTTP GET request fiom the web browser for a 

specific HTTP entity (such as a web page). The WU of the requested entity has been 

extracted fiom the iïïTFj GET request and is contained in the proprietary protocol Get 

Compressed 

Yes 

message. 

3 

4 

/ L i n k s  Only  1 Compressed 

c 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1  

+-+-+-+-+-+-;-+-+-+-+-+-+-tt+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

i Header = 2 I Requested URL (Variable length string) 
--;---+-+- 

\ 
+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-f-f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+C+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

5 

B.13 Post Messages 
Post messages are used to tunnel an HTTP POST request to the FU agent. They contain 

the original HTTP POST request that was transmitted to the MU agent fiom the web 

browser encapsulated in a proprietary protocol message. The HTTP Post request field 

( s h o w  below) contains the original HTTP POST request transmitted by the web 

browser. 

0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O I  

CI+--- +-f -f -+- +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-i-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

I Header = 8 1 Requested URL (Variable length string) \ 
4 - - * - + - + - $ - + - + - f - +  ---+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

I HTTP Pos t  Request Length I 
+---;-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

I HTTP f o s t  Request 
4--+-+ 

\ 
-+-+-+-+---+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
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B. 1.4 Link Status Cbanged Messages 
Link status changed messages are transmitted to the FU agent to provide an update on the 

curent quality of the communications link. They are only transmitted when a change in 

the link quality is detected and contain the new link quaiity. 

0 L 2 3 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1  

+-t-f-;---r-+---+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-&-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-A-4 

I Header = 16 1 Link Quality I 
--C-r---f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

Gooci 

Acceptable 

B.2 Responses 
Responses are messages that are transmitted fiom the FU agent to the MU agent. The 

destination port on the MU agent is always 9000. The FU agent uses an ephemeral port as 

the source port. There are seven types of response messages: EU agent started, FU agent 

shutdown, HTTP entity, URL changea Images, Post response and Error. 

B.2.1 FU Agent Started Messages 
The FU agent transrnits a FU agent started message immediately upon execution in an 

agent system. The purpose of the message is to indicate to the MU agent that the FU 

agent has been successfully dispatched, and to inform the MU agent how to cornmunicate 

wi th the FU agent. FU agent started messages contain the unique identifier (xid) of the 

FU agent (which is inciuded so that the MU agent c m  determine which FU agent has 

transmitted the message, in case more that one Fü agent has been dispatched), and the 

port on which the FU agent will be listening for requests. The port transmitted in the FU 

agent started message is chosen at random by the FU agent (so as to minimize conflicts 

with other FU agents executing in the same agent system). The MU agent should use the 

port as the destination port for dl messages it sends to the FU agent. 



1 xid, contd .  I Server P o r t  1 
*-*-*-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-*-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+ 

1 por t ,  contd- I 
- -+- ; - * -+-+-+-+-C 

B.2.2 FU Agent Shutdowa Messages 
The FU agent transmits a FU agent shutdown message imrnediately before it halts 

execution. This usually occun in response to a tirneout on the FU agent (which happens 

when the FU agent has not received a request fiom a MU agent for some predetermined 

arnount of time). A FU agent shutdown message indicates to the MU agent that the N 

agent is no longer active. The message wntains the unique identifier (xid) of the FU 

agent, so that the MU agent cm determine whether or not it was communicating with the 

FU agent In the case where the MU agent was not wmmunicating with the N agent that 

terminated (Le. the xid stored in the MU agent does not match the xid transmitted in the 

message), the shutdown message is ignored Othewise, the MU agent notes that the N 

agent has shutdown, so that it may dispatch another FU agent if the seNices provided by 

the FU agent are still required. FU agent shutdown messages are only transmitted when 

the FU agent is gracefully terminated. This message will not be transmitted in cases 

where the FU agent is terrninated due to some error or unexpected event (such as the 

agent system on which the FU agent is executing crashes). 

O 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O i  

................................................................. 
i 3eâder = 64  I x i d  I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
i xii, conta. I 
f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

B.2.3 HTTP Entity Messages 
HTTP Entity messages are the responses transmitted to get request messages. They 

contain the URL of the requested entity (as sent in the get request message) so that the 

MU agent is able to match up the response with the request that generated it. They also 

contain the requested entity, which the RI agent has retrieved fiom a web server, the 



content type of the entity (since an entity could be any number of different types 

including HTML pages, Java class files, pdf files, etc) and a time to live value for the 

entity (the amount of time that the entity may remain in a cache before k ing  refieshed). 

The entity contained in the message may or may not be compressed The entity sire field 

always gives the size of the entity data (if the entity is compressed then this field gives 

the compressed size). If the entity is compressed, then the uncompressed size field gives 

the uncompressed size of the entity. Otherw-se the uncompressed size field is set to zero. 

O 1 2 3 
G 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O i  

+-+-+- +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
i Header = 1 1 Requested 'VRL (variable length string) \ 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

Content  Type (variable l eng th  string) \ 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
I T i m e  To Live I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
I Time To L i v e ,  contd.  I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

Uncompressed S i z e  l 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

Entity S i z e  1 
+-+-+-+-+- +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

I E n t i t y  ( b y t e s )  \ 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

B.2.4 URL Changed Messages 
URL changed messages are nearly identical to HTTP entity messages. They are 

transrnitted in response to get messages where the requested URL resulted in an HTTP 

redirect message (when the entity was retrieved fkom the web server) and the URL 

contained in the redirect message was used to reîrieve the requested entity. URL changed 

messages are used to transmit the requested entity back to the MU agent, while at the 

same time communicating that a redirect has taken place. The redirection is handled 

entirely by the FU agent, to avoid passing the redirect messages across the wireless link 

URL changed messages contain the same information as HTTP entity messages, plus the 

URL that was actually used to retrieve the entity. Effectively they combine together an 

HTTP redirect message and a get response message. The requested URL tield contains 

the URL the MU agent used to request the entity. The actual URL field contains the URL, 



that kvas used to retrieve the entiîy fiom the web server (Le. the redirect URL). Al1 other 

fields are the sarne as for an HlTP Entity message. 

0 1  2 3 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1  

--s-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

1 Header = 8 1 Requested URL (variable length string) \ 
+ - + - + - + - - - + - t - + - + - + - + - C - + - t - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - - - + - + - +  

I Actual URL (variable length string) \ 
+-+-*-*-+-+-ç-+-+-+-f-f-i-'-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

i Content Type (variable length string) \ 
--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

1 Time To Live I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

i Time To Live, contd. I 
t-+---+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

l Uncompressed Size I 
--+-+---  +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-7-+ 

I Entity S i z e  I 
t---+-;-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+t+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

I Entity ( ~ y t e s )  \ 
+---+-  +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

B.2.5 Images Messages 
Images messages contain al1 of the images referenced on a particular web page. The FU 

agent transmit5 an images message afier it has fetched al1 the images for a web page that 

was requested by the MU agent. An images message contains the URL of the requested 

web page (i-e. the page for which the images were retrieved) so that the MU agent is able 

to match up the images with a particuIar web page request. 

O 1  2 3 
C i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1  

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
! Fieâaex = 2 1 Requested URL (variable length scring) \ 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
, N u m b e r  of Inages (N) ! 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
I N Images \ 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

Each image contained in the images response message is described by an image URL, the 

content type (ie. type of image), the size of the image and the image data itself. 



! image URL ( v a r i a b l e  l eng th  s t r i n g )  \ 

I Content Type (variable l e n g t h  s t r i n g )  \ 
- - - - + - t - * - + - + - + - + - + - f - f - C - + - + - + - f - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - * - +  

! Size I 

I Image D a t a  \ 
--c-L-+---+-f-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-* 

B.2.6 Post Response Messages 
Post response messages contain entities retrieved from post request messages. They are 

identical in format to HTTP Entity messages except that the header value is 16 instead of 

1. Post response messages are differentiated fiom H?TP Entity messages because the 

MU agent handles them differently. The MU agent does not cache responses to p s t  

requests, but does cache the entities contained in regular HTTP Entity response messages. 

B.2.7 Error Messages 
The FU agent transmits error messages when an error occurs processing a request fiom 

the MU agent. Error messages contain the URL of the entity that was k i n g  retrieved 

when the error occurred and a string describing the error. 

3 1 2 3 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1  

C-c - * -+ -+ - r -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - * t+ -+ -+ -+ - i -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - * -+  

I Header = 4 1 Requested URL ( v a r i a b l e  l eng th  s t r i n g )  \ 
----i-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~-~-+-+-+-+-+ 

1 E r r o r  Message ( v a r i a b l e  l eng th  s t r i n g )  \ -- f - i-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
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Wireless Network Test Plan 

This appendix contains the test plan followed to evaluate the prototype system. 

1. System installation and configuration - 
- Set up the prototype on the wireless test network and adjust configuration 

parameters in the .in; files. 
- Install the Aglets Agent system on the fixed unit (peppertree) and set up the 

environment variabks. 
- Install the Agent System service agent on the fixed unit and adjust its 

initialization file. 

2. General system testing - 
- Perfom web browsing with the system operating in the background. Visit the 

various pages in the test suite and follow links on the pages. 
- Ensure that the system functions correctly with several common search engines 

including Altavista, Infoseek and Metacrawler 
- Test the text only, images only and text and images user profile settings. 
- Check the log file generated by the MU agent to make sure al1 the transmissions 

between the MU agent and the FU agent are k i n g  logged appropriately 
- VenQ that compression of  t e a  files is taking place (by examining the size of the 

web pages transmitted, as recorded in the log file). 

3. User profile testing - 
- Identify six test pages from the test suite that will be used to test the profile 

settings. The pages selected were: 
http://www. umanitoba-cd 
http://www.cs. umanitobaca/ 
http://www.cs. umanitoba.ca/-randal 
http://www.cs. umanitoba.ca/-pgraharn 
http://www.city. winnipeg.rnb.cdcity/ 
http://www.gov.mb.ca/cgi-bin~ch~ose~horne~pl 

- Start the system and choose a profile (one of text only, images only or text and 
images) 

- Load the six test pages using that profile. Ensure that the displayed pages are 
consistent with the profile settings selected. 
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4. Environment aware adaptation testing using the event agent simulator 
- Create a scenario file that will simulate a poor link quality. Use the profile to 

select the image optimization option (wmbined with both the text = yes option 
and the text = links only option) and load the six test pages identified above in 
step 3. 

- Visually ve- that the images on the pages have been compressed in size. AIso 
examine the MU agent log file to ensure that the sire of the transmitted images is 
less than the size of  the actual images. 

- Create another scenario file to simulate discomected operation. 
- Verifi that the system d l  loads cached pages when the mobile unit is 

disconnected Also check that when a page is requested which is not in the cache, 
the MU agent displays a message box to the user indicating that there is currently 
no network c o ~ e c t i o n .  

- Finally create a nurnber of scenario files that simulate a v w n g  link quality. Use 
at least one file that simulates a discomection (via a no comection entry in the 
file) during the browsing session and another that simulates a change fiom a good 
link quality to a poor link quality in order to ven@ the systern operation in 
response to dynamicall y changing network conditions. 

5. Test the environment aware adaptation using the actual WaveLAN link monitor - 
- Move the mobile unit to a location where the link quality is poor and ensure that 

the image compression optimization works appropriately (again by loading the 
same 6 pages identified in step 3) 

- Move the mobile unit to a location where there is no network connection and 
check that a no connection message box is displayed. 

- Generally repeat the checks performed in step 4 (with the exception o f  the 
complex link quality simulation) in order to ensure consistent system behavior 
regardless of whether a real time link monitor or a simulation is k i n g  used. 

6. Test the system with a nurnber of  diverse media types - 
- Sound files (use the poutine audio file on the page 

http://www.cs.umanitoba.ca/-gedetiupoutine. html) 
- Pdf files (download a pâf file from the ACM digital library, 

http:/!www.acm.org/dYnewsearch. html) 
- Java programs (load http://www.cs.umanitoba.c&bate/JavaEgsl and 

http://home.cc.umanitoba.cal-umchenul and check that the Java programs 
contained on these pages execute properly) 

- Generai file transfer (Download the Adobe Acrobat Reader program fiom the 
Adobe website and instal1 it on the mobile unit) 

7. Test the system with HTML frames 
- Load the page http://home.cc.urnanitoba.ca/c-umwangw/homehl which 

contains a h e  to make sure that hunes  are handled properly by the system 
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8. Test the system with HTML forms - 
- Ensure that forms processing (the treatment of HTTP POST requests by the 

system) is still handled correctly. Load the acm digital library page 
(http://www. acm.org/dvnewsearch. html) and perform a number of searc hes. Then 
Ioad the amazon.com online bookstore web page (httpY//www.amazon.com) and 
search on different book titles. Make sure that the format and content of the 
results retunied is identical to that returried in a normal web browsing system 
without the use of the prototype system. 

9. Test the FU agent behavior - 
- Ven@ that the FU agent is always dispatched correctly upon receipt of the first 

web page request fiom the MU agent. 
- Check that 2 FU agents executing simultaneously within a single agent system 

does not cause a problem fCan artificially cause this to happen by using the event 
agent simulator with a scenario file that sets the link quality to good, then no 
connection and then good again. Attempting to load a page during the 
disconnection will reset the FU agent manager, resulting in a second FU agent 
dispatch when the next web page request is received and the link quality is good 
again). 

- Check that after 3 FU agent errors, the MU agent d l  give up using the FU agent 
and employ a direct comection to satise requesis. FU agent errors can be 
simulated by manualiy kilIing the RI agent process on the fixed unit afier the MU 
agent has dispatched it. 

1 O. Test the FU agent and MU agent timeout values 
- VeriS, that the chosen timeout values on the MU agent and the FU agent are not 

too short or too long. 

1 1. Check SLP - 
- Ver@ that the Agent System service agent correctly provides the location of the 

fixed unit hosting the agent system (note that this has been impl icitly checked 
while verifjmg the proper dispatch of the FU agent. It is included as a separate 
point for completeness.) 

- Check that if no agent system is present on the fixed network (i-e. SLP service 
discovery by the MU agent fails), the MU agent will use a direct co~ection to 
satise the web page requests. The absence of an agent system of the foreign 
network can be simulated by tuming off the service agent that advertises the agent 
system before m i n g  the MU agent on the mobile unit. 

1 2. Test the direct connection - 
- Veri S, that the direct connection operates in the same way as a normal Internet 

connection would with respect to web browsing. Load a selection of pages fiom 
the test suite and ensure that they are displayed correctly. 

- Test the direct comection with the media types identified in step 6. 
- Test the direct connection under disco~ected operation to make sure that it is 

robust against failure (Le. move to a location where there is no network 
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comection available, and make sure that the attempted use of a direct comection 
does not crash the system). 
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